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Experimenting with Commodity 802.11 Hardware:

Overview and Future Directions
Pablo Serrano, Member, IEEE, Pablo Salvador, Vincenzo Mancuso, Member, IEEE, and Yan Grunenberger

Abstract—The huge adoption of 802.11 technologies has trig-
gered a vast amount of experimentally-driven research works.
These works range from performance analysis to protocol en-
hancements, including the proposal of novel applications and ser-
vices. Due to the affordability of the technology, this experimental
research is typically based on commercial off-the-shelf (COTS)
devices, and given the rate at which 802.11 releases new standards
(which are adopted into new, affordable devices), the field is
likely to continue to produce results. In this paper, we review
and categorise the most prevalent works carried out with 802.11
COTS devices over the past fifteen years, to present a timely
snapshot of the areas that have attracted to most attention so
far, though a taxonomy that distinguishes between performance
studies, enhancements, services and methodology. In this way, we
provide a quick overview of the results achieved by the research
community that enables prospective authors to identify potential
areas of new research, some of which are discussed after the
presentation of the survey.

Index Terms—Wireless LAN, 802.11, Experimentation, Com-
mercial Off-The-Shelf

I. INTRODUCTION

The reasons for the success of the 802.11 standard [1] are

many-fold: the use of unlicensed spectrum, the reduction of

cost due to economies of scale, their ease of management, or

the ability of the IEEE 802.11 Standard Group to maintain

the development of subsequent amendments to overcome

limitations as they are detected. The research community

has not remained oblivious to this success, but quite the

opposite. Indeed, searching in Google Scholar for the number

of scientific contributions per year with the term “802.11”

provides the references per year illustrated in Fig. 1. These

results confirm that 802.11 has attracted a significant amount

of attention from the scientific community, with more than

165k citations until 2014. As the figure shows, the number

of references experienced a sustained growth until 2010 (13

years after the first standard was published!) and seems to have

“stabilised” during the last years.

One particular feature of this area of research is the amount

of work that have been performed through experimentation

with real-life devices. Indeed, given the wide availability of

this technology and the small cost of the devices, many

researchers have based their findings on commercial off-the-

shelf (COTS) devices. We illustrate this also in Fig. 1, with
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Fig. 1: Number of scientific contributions per year according

to Google Scholar as of January 31st, 2015.

the search term “802.11 + Experimental”. According to these

results, between 20% and 34% of the scientific contributions

were based on experimentation, showing a similar trend in

terms of results as the global one.

Motivated by these results, and the maturity of 802.11

research, in this work we perform an extensive survey of

the experimentation performed with 802.11 COTS devices. In

this way, we also help future researchers and practitioners to

understand the achievements and areas of research addressed

so far, so it is less likely that they end up “reinventing

the wheel” when facing issues already tackled. We provide

a detailed overview of the state of the art via a thorough

taxonomy, and provide a summary of the methodologies used

to perform the works. Building on these analyses, we discuss

some potential ideas for future areas of research.

The rest of this article is organised as follows: in Section II,

we present the methodology that we follow to collect the

set of references and introduce the taxonomy that we use to

display the works. Based on this taxonomy, in Sections III–

VI, we provide, for each category, an overview of the most

relevant results. In Section VII, we provide a summary of the

methodologies followed in the reviewed papers to conduct the

experiments, and in Section VIII we point out some future

areas of research and conclude the article.

II. OVERVIEW

We decided to limit our study to those works based on

COTS 802.11 interfaces, and to not consider those studies
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based on Software Defined Radio platforms, e.g., WARP,

GNU-Radio or SoftWifi. Although this decision leaves out,

among others, remarkable works on extensions to 802.11, like

new channel bonding schemes [2] or sub-channel random

access [3], we believe that this decision provides a more

accurate vision of the research performed on Wi-Fi networks,

as the above specialised hardware typically requires notable

investments in terms of resources and focuses on the PHY

enhancements.

A. Methodology

We collected our set of references by first reviewing the

published papers in the main conferences from 1999 till 2013,

checking references therein, and performing searches in the

main databases of the area, namely, ACM Digital Library,1

Citeseer,2 Google Scholar,3 and IEEE Xplore.4 Then, we

updated our data over the years by eliminating duplicates and

identifying those papers citing the ones already in our set. To

focus on the most relevant contributions, we decided to leave

out of our survey those papers that are older than 5 years and

have less than 10 citations. Our study covers approximately

300 papers, with around 1200 authors publishing in more than

60 different venues over almost 15 years. We provide in Fig. 2

a histogram of the number of papers, grouped by their number

of citations (according to Google Scholar as of January 31st

2015) in bins of width 50.
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Fig. 2: Distribution of the number of citations per paper.

To illustrate the amount of work sampled over the years,

we counted the number of publications collected per year,

and represented the corresponding numbers in Fig. 3. From

the figure, we can identify that the amount of works for

the “early years” of 802.11 experimentation shows the same

growth depicted in Fig. 1, but for the most recent years our

study consists of a relatively smaller number of results. This is

caused for (at least) two main reasons: first, the proliferation

of Software Defined Radio (SDR) platforms to mimic the

1http://dl.acm.org
2http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu
3http://scholar.google.com
4http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/Xplore/home.jsp

operation of 802.11, which are becoming more affordable

and supports the implementation of advanced schemes, way

beyond the features of COTS platforms and drivers; second,

the unavoidable bias for older, “classic” papers when gathering

data from databases, as less timely papers on a topic have a

smaller chance to get attention from the research community.

Despite these two issues, we believe that our dataset accurately

captures the main achievements in 802.11 experimentation.
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Fig. 3: References in our survey per year of publication.

B. Taxonomy

We believe that the most insightful way categorise previous

works is to categorise them by purpose, i.e., the main motiva-

tion behind the work. Based on this, our taxonomy is divided

into the following four main blocks, depicted in Fig. 4:

Basic functionality. Here we performance evaluations of

the default behaviour, i.e., measurements tailored to under-

stand certain limitations of the standard or well-known proto-

cols running over 802.11, and “good practises” to maximise

the performance with a plain, vanilla configuration. Here we

also place those works aiming at the validation of analytical

models over real-life deployments.

Services. In this category, we report those works in which

the focus is not on basic performance, but to understand the

behaviour of a particular service in WLANs, e.g., provid-

ing seamless mobility, performing efficient paging, or even

analysing the symptoms of poor performance to support easy

troubleshooting.

Enhancements. Many times, once an issue has been identi-

fied in any of the above categories, researchers have proposed

enhancements over the default behaviour to address it. In this

category we place those works proposing extensions and im-

provements to the standard, which range from relatively simple

modifications for multi-AP management, to the proposal of

new MACs that change the backoff rules of 802.11.

Researcher How-To. Finally, here we categorise those

works in which researchers have not presented a new scheme,

or analysed with great care the performance of the protocol,

but instead the main focus is on the research methodology

http://dl.acm.org
http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu
http://scholar.google.com
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/Xplore/home.jsp
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Fig. 4: Taxonomy proposed. In parenthesis, number of papers reviewed.

itself. These works aim at supporting other researchers inter-

ested in 802.11 experimentation, by providing actual traffic

measurements from real life deployments, describing “best

practises” to deploy testbeds, or analysing the performance

of the building blocks of proposed extensions (e.g., sniffing

traffic, inferring techniques).

C. Related surveys on 802.11 aspects

One distinct feature of our survey is that we focus ex-

clusively on experimental work carried out with commercial

devices, while previous surveys focus on a specific topic, such

as mesh networks [4] or localisation [5], without distinguishing

between theoretical, simulation-based and experimental contri-

butions. Based on the categories proposed in our taxonomy,

we provide for the interested reader a snapshot of the most

relevant surveys in Table I, which is split into four sections

according to our four main categories.5 While performing this

revision, we identified four (sub)categories in which we could

not find a related survey: (i) Location privacy, (ii) Rogue APs

and suspicious activity, (iii) Traffic and user activity reports,

and (iv) Extending the 802.11 MAC. As we will discuss in

Section VIII, we believe that some of these areas will receive

significant attention in the next years.

Table I also provides the year of publication of each survey,

the total number of citations according to Google Scholar

(column ‘Citations’), and the total number of citations over

the years since the survey was published (column ‘Rate’).

We highlight in bold typeface the five most cited papers and

the five papers with the highest citation rate, which are not

necessarily the same: on the one hand, while the survey on

5Note that a given survey may fall into different categories.

MIMO propagation [6] is among the five most cited papers,

its citation rate is not that high; on the other hand, despite the

survey on energy efficiency [7] is very recent, it is already

among the papers with the highest citation rate. This points

out that, as we will also discuss later on, green networking

has recently attracted a lot of attention from the research

community.

III. BASIC FUNCTIONALITY

In this section, we focus on those papers that address the

“default” functionality of 802.11, to provide performance as-

sessment figures, understand the observed behaviour, or derive

and validate analytical models. For reader’s convenience, we

have summarised the reported works per sub-categories in

Table IIa. We also provide in Table IIb the most relevant

contributions, i.e., the 10 papers most cited or with the highest

citation rate (as defined in the section above), with their

relative position in brackets and highlighting in bold typeface

the the ten papers most cited across all categories.

A. Performance evaluation

1) DCF: One of the first papers to assess the performance

of WLANs is the work of [40], in which authors report results

from several tests on a single-hop path involving two 2.4 GHz

DSSS interfaces with a maximum rate of 2 Mbps for different

hardware platforms, device drivers, operating systems, and for

both UDP and TCP traffic. Although many of their conclusions

are hardware-related issues (e.g., host processing), and they

may have been obsoleted by the progress in radio and chipset

manufacturing, in this seminal paper they already identify

some limitations when running TCP over WLAN. These

issues, related to the bidirectional nature of the communication
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TABLE I: Overview of previous surveys on 802.11 aspects.

Category Subcategory Ref. Title Year Citations Rate

Performance DCF, EDCA, 802.11n [8] A Survey of Multicasting over Wireless Access Networks 2013 15 15
evaluation [9] A Survey of QoS Enhancements for IEEE 802.11 Wireless

LAN

2004 314 31.40

[10] PHY/MAC Enhancements and QoS Mechanisms for Very High
Throughput WLANs: A Survey

2013 25 25

Fairness & TCP [11] A Survey of TCP Enhancements for Last-hop Wireless Net-
works

2006 47 5.87

[12] A Survey of TCP over Ad Hoc Networks 2005 172 19.11

AP and channel AP selection [13] Load Balancing in IEEE 802.11 Networks 2009 32 6.40
selection Channel selection, Overlapping Channels, [14] Channel Assignment Schemes for Infrastructure-Based 802.11 2010 60 15

Channel quality metrics WLANs: A Survey

Physical layer Interference, TX power control, Antennae [15] Improving Spatial Reuse in Multihop Wireless Networks - A
Survey

2009 63 12.60

Models Propagation [6] Survey of Channel and Radio Propagation Models for

Wireless MIMO Systems

2007 341 44.85

Interference [16] Modeling Interference in Wireless Ad Hoc Networks 2010 90 22.50
MAC protocol [17] Performance Analysis of IEEE 802.11 MAC Protocols in

Wireless LANs: Research Articles
2004 302 30.20

Energy consumption [18] A Survey of Energy-Efficient Wireless Communications 2013 154 77

Mobility Performance studies, improvements [19] Fast-handoff support in IEEE 802.11 wireless networks 2007 104 14.85
[20] A Survey on Handoffs - Lessons for 60 GHz Based Wireless

Systems
2012 20 10

Vehicular [21] Inter-vehicle communication systems: a survey 2008 244 40.66
networks [22] Mobility and handoff management in vehicular networks: a

survey
2011 66 22

Localisation [5] Survey of Wireless Indoor Positioning Techniques and

Systems

2007 1414 202.42

Security Denial of service [23] Denial-of-Service Attacks and Countermeasures in IEEE
802.11 Wireless Networks

2009 81 16.20

Selfish PHY and MAC configurations [24] MAC layer misbehavior in wireless networks: challenges and
solutions

2008 32 5.33

Real-time traffic [25] IEEE 802.11 Load Balancing: An Approach for QoS Enhance-
ment

2008 27 4.50

[26] A Survey of Medium Access Mechanisms for Providing QoS
in Ad-Hoc Networks

2013 18 18

[27] Resource Reservation Schemes for IEEE 802.11-Based Wire-
less Networks: A Survey

2013 7 7

Troubleshooting [28] Performance Issues with IEEE 802.11 in Ad Hoc Networking 2005 138 15.33
[29] A survey of MAC layer solutions to the hidden node problem

in ad-hoc networks
2012 10 5

Multi-AP management [13] Load Balancing in IEEE 802.11 Networks 2009 32 6.4

Multi-hop networks [30] IEEE 802.11s Multihop MAC: A Tutorial 2011 47 15.67
[4] Wireless mesh networks: a survey 2005 3761 417.89

[31] Wireless Mesh Networks Design - A Survey 2012 59 29.50
[32] Admission Control Schemes for 802.11-Based Multi-Hop Mo-

bile Ad hoc Networks: A Survey
2009 72 14.40

Rate adaptation [33] Rate Adaptation Algorithms for IEEE 802.11 Networks: A
Survey and Comparison

2008 34 5.67

Energy efficiency [34] A Survey of Energy Efficient Network Protocols for Wire-

less Networks

2001 975 75

[7] A Survey of Energy-Efficient Wireless Communications 2013 154 77

[35] A survey of energy efficient MAC protocols for IEEE 802.11
WLAN

2011 42 14

Spectrum-agile schemes [36] A Survey on MAC Strategies for Cognitive Radio Networks 2010 181 45.25

Testbed descriptions [37] Hardware and Software Solutions for Wireless Mesh Network
Testbeds

2008 25 4.17

Deployment guidelines [38] Survey of Experimental Evaluation Studies for Wireless Mesh
Network Deployments in Urban Areas Towards Ubiquitous
Internet

2013 13 13

Measuring [39] A Taxonomy of IEEE 802.11 Wireless Parameters and Open
Source Measurement Tools

2010 15 3.75
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TABLE II: Overview basic

(a) Works that focus on the basic functionality of 802.11

Performance DCF [40]–[43]
evaluation EDCA [44]–[47]

Fairness & TCP [48]–[53]
802.11n [54]–[57]

AP and channel AP selection [58]–[65]
selection Channel selection [66]–[69]

Overlapping channels [70]–[72]

Channel quality metrics [73]–[80]

Physical layer Interference studies [81]–[85]
TX power control [86]–[90]
Antennae [91]–[99]

Models Propagation [92], [100]–[104]
Interference [101], [105]–[108]
MAC protocol [49], [50], [52], [109]–[114]
Energy consumption [115]–[125]

(b) Most relevant contributions

Ref. Year Citations Rate Category

[109] 2003 1254 (1) 104.50 (2) Models
[73] 2004 1149 (2) 104.45 (3) Channel quality metrics

[42] 2005 877 (3) 87.70 (4) Performance evaluation

[123] 2010 528 (4) 105.60 (1) Models
[100] 2004 500 (5) 45.45 (5) Models
[87] 2005 399 (6) 39.90 (6) Physical layer
[51] 2003 341 (7) 28.42 (10) Performance evaluation
[48] 2000 329 (8) 21.93 (11) Performance evaluation
[81] 2005 309 (9) 30.9 (8) Physical Layer
[71] 2006 260 (10) 28.89 (9) AP and channel selection

[105] 2004 222 (11) 20.18 (13) Models
[61] 2006 182 (15) 20.22 (12) AP and channel selection
[78] 2010 180 (17) 36.00 (7) Channel quality

and timer expirations, will be revisited by subsequent works

as described below. [41] extends these results with one of

the first comprehensive studies on the performance of multi-

rate 802.11b WLANs in an ad-hoc scenario. They also report

the drop in performance when using TCP (in particular, as

compared to UDP), and they identify the performance issues

and unfairness in the distribution of resources when capture

effect or hidden nodes are present, providing intuitive explana-

tions for the observed behaviour. Some preliminary results on

the transmission range for the modulation and coding scheme

(MCS) in outdoors are reported. More heterogeneous wireless

links are considered in the evaluation of the Roofnet mesh

network with 37 nodes [42], which reports figures on the end-

to-end throughput, link quality and latency of different 802.11b

variable distance links under TCP traffic. More results on the

inter-hop interference are reported as well, along with the

inability of the RTS/CTS exchange to improve performance.

The above works stick to the performance of unicast traffic.

The poor performance of the default open loop multicast

mechanism of DCF is experimentally assessed in [43], in

which the lack of the “feedback loop” results in a three-fold

problem: no tuning of the contention parameters; no MCS

adaptation; and no frame retransmission. They also emulate

the behaviour of a leader-based multicast scheme, showing a

large room for improvement, as the recent 802.11aa standard

confirms (see Section IV-D).

2) EDCA: The EDCA access scheme of the 802.11e

amendment specifies that the variables regulating the channel

access can be set to different values for different classes of

traffic, thus supporting traffic differentiation. In [44] authors

analyse the impact of some of these parameters, namely the

CW and the AIFS, on the traffic distribution under saturation

conditions. The results show that the CW is well suited to

support traffic engineering while the AIFS provides an effec-

tive service differentiation to support real-time applications.

These results are extended in [45], analysing the impact of

the various EDCA parameters on the service received by voice

traffic when there are data stations in the WLAN, and showing

that even moderate values of AIFS effectively prioritise the

real-time traffic. In [46], authors present a framework to

support proportional fairness through EDCA differentiation,

while the work of [47] compares two CW -tuning schemes

based on control theory, one centralised and one distributed,

under a different set of scenarios showing that the centralised

mechanism considerably enhances overall network throughput,

transfer delay and fairness.

3) Fairness and TCP: For the case of fairness, in [48]

authors analyse the distribution of resources for the case of

two Lucent WaveLAN cards,6 computing the Jain’s fairness

index for different time windows and showing that WLANs

are short-term unfair (hundreds of ms), which can significantly

degrade performance for the case of TCP, as discussed next.

These results are confirmed in [50] for the case of 802.11b

cards, and extended to up to 5 stations, showing that fairness

worsens as the number of stations increases and that CW -

tuning could improve fairness.

The issue of TCP performance over Wi-Fi has received

notable attention from the research community. The seminal

work [51] presents a detailed study on the interaction between

the MAC protocol and TCP on single-hop scenarios, identifies

the AP’s queue size as the cause of unfairness between down-

link and uplink traffic, as well as proposes a solution based

on modifying the behaviour of the transport layer consisting

on the variation of the TCP receiver window at the AP so that

uplink and downlink TCP flows share equal bandwidth. Other

experimental approaches tackle the issue at the MAC layer: in

[52], authors identify that the DCF access mode does not give

enough resources to the AP, and propose a setting of EDCA

to prioritise its access; in [53], authors propose to use the Idle

Sense adaptive scheme (described in Section V-D) to prioritise

AP transmissions when needed.

4) 802.11n: With 802.11n, the PHY functionality is ex-

tended to standardise channel diversity techniques (MIMO),

frame aggregation, and channel bonding. The performance of

these new techniques is assessed in [54] for the case of an

indoor scenario, also quantifying the impact of channel overlap

and 802.11g interference. They show that the throughput of an

802.11n link can be degraded up to 85% due to the presence

of active 802.11g stations, and that while frame aggregation

can mitigate this impairment, the use of channel bonding

6Note that there are some differences between the Wavelan CSMA/CA
protocol and DCF, as described in [49].
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does not provide any benefit. In [55], they evaluate 802.11n

performance for an open environment with long distance links,

also assessing the improvements of the new functionalities and

reaching transmission distances up to 1800 m.

The performance of closely located 802.11n radios is ad-

dressed in [56], identifying (with the help of a spectrum

analyser) the reasons for the performance impairments: the

short distances exacerbates the effects of filter imperfections,

near-field radiation and saturation. They also report how the

impact of these can be mitigated through the use of metal

shielding, antenna separation and directionality. Finally, the

features of 802.11n can also be used to detect non-Wi-Fi RF

devices with an accuracy between 91 − 96%, as reported in

[57], by fingerprinting their interference over the sub-carriers.

B. AP and channel selection

For a WLAN consisting of a number of different APs, one

key problem for a client is to decide which AP to associate

with; correspondingly, the APs have to decide which frequency

to use, given that their number is relatively limited. We next

describe the main works addressing these issues.

1) AP selection: AP selection should not be based ex-

clusively on signal strength, as this results in uneven load

distribution and poor performance of the overall network [58].

Based on this, there has been a lot of work on designing

improved algorithms to decide which AP to join, most of them

based on the current estimated load or envisioned performance

upon joining. In [59] authors propose to compute the potential

bandwidth based on passive measurements (e.g., the time

delay between beacon frames). In [60] authors present the

implementation of a scheme (IQU) based on announcing infor-

mation about queue lengths. Another active procedure against

strongest-signal-strength connections is Virgil [61], in which

authors propose to perform scans and quick associations not

only to estimate the quality of the connection to the Internet,

but also to check for blocked ports (to maintain the quality of

services currently in use). In [62], authors first discuss three

different metrics (channel quality, time required to serve, and

AP capacity) and then propose a new integrated figure: the

expected throughput, a cross-layer metric that combines PHY

and MAC information, rather than deciding on an isolated

parameter.

Other works have analysed the interactions between users.

To speed up the selection process, in [63] authors present Wifi-

Reports, a collaborative service to store historical information

about AP performance, this being defined based on backhaul

capacity, services (i.e., ports) available, and the history of

failed associations or other connectivity issues, where the

focus is set on obtaining accurate information (due to pri-

vacy issues and potentially fraudulent reports). When users

do not collaborate and act selfishly, the performance of the

WLAN can be far from optimal. In [64], authors present a

game-theoretic study and implementation of a distributed AP

selection scheme, whose aim is to lessen the impact of selfish

behaviour by maximising the minimal throughput among the

stations (i.e., max-min fairness), while the recent work of

[65] investigates the incentives to move users between APs

to improve performance based on a centralised approach that

collects information.

2) Channel selection: The mapping of APs to available

channels can be centralised (a single entity is responsible to

compute the configuration for all nodes) or distributed (each

AP estimates the best channel to use). Centralised schemes

typically require a powerful machine to (offline) compute the

solution and a communication channel with each AP, while

distributed schemes are easier to implement but might result

in a worse performance due to their myopic vision.

One of the first centralised (and static) designs is reported

in [66], in which authors also provide some other deployment

recommendations like, e.g., strategies for AP placement (we

will review these in Section VI). In [67], authors propose a

dynamic approach, by deploying “intelligent agents” that re-

trieve information from every AP using SNMP, and then adapt

the allocation of channels to the current network conditions (as

agents communicate, the solution is centralised).

The use of distributed schemes provides better scalability

and dynamisms but results more challenging, which attracts

more attention from the research community. In [68], APs

exchange broadcast messages to estimate interference, to con-

struct the same network graph, and then run a heuristic to

minimise interference among cells (the scheme is validated in

a scenario with 3 APs). Another scheme is the Communication

Free Learning algorithm, validated in [69] in a deployment

consisting of 5 APs and 5 clients, using 802.11a. This algo-

rithm relies on the frame error rate, as a channel quality metric,

measured over a 10-second interval.

3) Overlapping channels: In most channel assignment tech-

niques, a common assumption is that only non-overlapping

channels should be used, and therefore the assignment should

only consider, e.g., 1, 6 and 11 for the case of 802.11b.

This assumption is challenged in [70], where authors analyse

the impact of adjacent interference as a function of distance

(i.e., received power) and advocate for the use of overlapping

channels as an opportunity to increase spatial reuse. They

further extend their work in [71] to account for more MCS

and a different technology (802.16), revisiting previous chan-

nel assignment algorithms and showing notable performance

improvements. In [72] authors measure that even in (assumed)

orthogonal channels, a jammer can impair the performance of

a communication link: a relatively low degradation is observed

for 802.11g, but a notable degradation (> 90%) for the case

of 802.11a.

C. Channel quality metrics

As hinted above, the issue of how to properly estimate the

“quality” of a link is critical, and therefore has received a

lot of attention from the research community. In the seminal

measurement work from the Roofnet deployment [73], authors

report that although link distance and SNR have an impact on

performance when the amount of packets lost is moderate,

the main source of losses is multipath fading. They conclude,

(somehow surprisingly) that the correlation between the Packet

Delivery Ratio (PDR) and the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR)

is small and therefore “one cannot expect to use S/N as a
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predictive tool.” This result is revisited with the FRACTEL

testbed [74], [75], composed of long-distance links, in which

authors analyse the relation between the PDR and the Relative

Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI), but distinguishing between

interference-prone and interference-free scenarios, depending

on the presence or absence, respectively, of external Wi-Fi

sources. The results contrast those from [73], showing that

interference is the primary cause of unpredictable performance

and therefore the SNR is a good estimator for PDR when

there is no interference. Similarly, in [76] authors confirm via

extensive measurements of mesh networks that SNR is a good

indicator of the optimal bit rate for a given link, although

the relation between these variables is link-specific. This is

also studied in [77], where authors consider the performance

of the same channel over different links, showing significant

variations in both 802.11a and 802.11g.

With the arrival of new 802.11n NICs, which report Channel

State Information (CSI), new schemes are proposed to over-

come the limitations of RSSI [78]. With these NICs, the CSI

reports the amplitude and the phase of each of the subcarriers,

therefore by computing it at the receiver and sending it back

to the transmitter the propagation is calibrated through the

analysis of the fading, scattering, and power decay of the

transmitted signal. In [78] authors leverage CSI to propose

the effective SNR metric to accurately estimate the packet loss

rate and capture the frequency-selective fading of the signal.

The four typical metrics used, namely, RSSI, PDR, Signal-

to-Interference-plus-Noise Ratio (SINR), and Bit-Error Rate

(BER) are analysed and discussed in [79]. The conclusion,

not surprisingly, is that each metric reveals interesting aspects

of the link, but none can provide the whole picture on its

own. Finally, a key issue when dealing with PDR is to

distinguish between the possible sources of packet losses,

namely, noise, collision or interference (i.e., hidden nodes).

In [80] authors present an analysis to properly account for

these metrics in order to estimate the various parameters of

the link, thus providing accurate information to, e.g., a rate

adaptation scheme.

D. Physical layer

1) Interference studies: Another key challenge for WLAN

planning and operation is to accurately understand the impact

of interference, which can be estimated with active and passive

techniques. One of the main challenges of active monitoring

is its poor scalability: with N nodes there are up to N2 links.

The results of their characterisation (i.e., interactions) are

extremely time consuming. To tackle this, the use of heuristics

can save time, but at the cost of accuracy [81]. In [81] authors

present another heuristic based on the broadcast interference

ratio (BIR), i.e., the reduction in goodput of broadcast traffic

when they are active simultaneously as compared to when

they are active individually, which is an accurate estimation

to the link interference ratio (LIR), i.e., the same ratio but

for unicast traffic. However, metrics such as BIR or LIR

do not provide a complete description of the interference

relationships in a network [82]. Indeed, an “interferer” can be

considered as: a node that is within the carrier sensing range

of a transmitter (and forces channel deferral), or a hidden node

that causes collisions at the intended receiver. In [82], authors

present a methodology to gather a comprehensive interference

map, which consists of delivery ratios, carrier sense matrix,

hidden terminal matrix and the effect of multiple sources of

interference. The measurement complexity is also reduced by

building on some assumptions about the relations between the

different types of interference.

Another challenge introduced by active techniques is that

they require to halt the activities of the network to measure

interference. In contrast, passive monitoring runs during

network operation and does not affect its performance. In [83],

authors limit their study to the probabilities of collision (pc)

and channel deferral (pd), and based on the assumption that

the impact of the latter is more important than the impact

of the former, propose a methodology to model pd. Another

passive approach is proposed in [84], where interference at the

wireless links is inferred via multiple linear regression of the

throughput logs collected at the central routers. Despite there

is some computational complexity because of the regression,

the system is fast enough to run in real time. Finally, given that

by rate-limiting conflicting links the impact of interference can

be lessened, in [85] authors present a management framework

(MIDAS) to quantify this relationship (named “activity hare”).

Based on this framework, a manager can predict how much

a node has to be chocked in order to, e.g., achieve fairness

across flows.

2) Transmission power control: Another mechanism to

lessen the impact of interference is to perform a cautious

transmission power control (TPC), as higher received power

leads to higher transmission rates, but also the higher risk

of interference to other links. In [86], authors address three

reference scenarios, namely, i) completely overlapping links,

in which TPC is of little use, ii) hidden-links, where TPC

can be used to restore fairness, and iii) potentially disjoint

links, in which TPC can lead to huge performance improve-

ments. Given the tight coupling between link quality and the

best MCS to use, other works have studied how to jointly

operate power and rate selection, namely, PERF [87] and

Simphony [88]. In [87], authors show that because 802.11

hotspots deployments are unplanned, this results in a degraded

performance for end users. To lessen the impact of the lack

of planning, they propose the PERF (Power Estimated Rate

Fallback) algorithm, which aims at decreasing the transmission

while maintaining the required SNR for the target transmission

rate.

A key issue when performing experimental TPC is the

granularity of the hardware, in terms of the supported number

of power levels (typically between 1 dBm and 20 dBm,

depending on the hardware, country and PHY layer), and the

time responsiveness of the interface (i.e., the delay between

committing a given configuration and this being actually used).

For the case of indoor environments, in [89] authors show

that there is no need to go beyond 3-5 discrete power levels.

The “fidelity” of commercial equipment when adjusting the

transmission power is studied in [90], showing that 802.11

cards do not accurately translate a given configurations level

to an actual power, which challenges the deployment of power
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algorithms proposed in the literature.

3) Antennae: The reduced costs of Wi-Fi have motivated

its use for long-distance links, based on directional antennae;

given that these are normally larger than the usual omnidirec-

tional antennae, the Fraunhofer distance7 is typically longer

for the former than the latter, which may affect performance

depending on the relative position of the antennae (in terms

of distances and angles). This is addressed in [91], where

authors report how performance is affected in a multi-hop

scenario with long links, varying the physical configuration

of a relay node with two directional antennae. Another study

of the performance of directional antennae is presented in

[92], in which they use thee different models: a 24 dBi

parabolic dish, a 14 dBi patch, and an 8-element array with

steerable direction. Authors also present a new model for

channel propagation (as discussed in the next section). A more

challenging environment is presented in [93], where authors

describe the mechanisms required in a 15-antennae setting to

use them simultaneously and achieve the maximum capacity

(3 channels in 802.11g and 12 channels in 802.11a).

Directional antennae are well suited for long-distance,

planned links. For the case of indoor environments, in a set of

works [94]–[97] authors have analysed the use of switched

beam antennae, which provide the benefits of directional

antennae to some extent, while keeping some ability to adapt

the configuration to the scenario. The problem with indoor

environments is the severe multi-path effect, which prevents a

drastic reduction of interference. Another approach is the use

of sector antennae [98], which requires explicit measurements

of all the configurations as the performance with single-sector

activation differs from the one with multi-sector activation (the

reason being the impact of the array feeding the antennae).

Finally, in order to take advantage of path diversity, it is

common that wireless cards are provided with two or more

input ports, so they can switch to the antenna providing the

best performance (note that this is not MIMO, but runs at a

different timescale). This supports a mechanism to periodically

probe the performance of the different antennae to choose

the best one. However, as reported in [99], not only the

antenna diversity algorithm (which is typically proprietary, or

at least not well documented) may lead to no improvements,

but also it can lead to poor and/or unstable performance in

some scenarios - in particular when the antennae provide very

heterogeneous gains, or one of them is disconnected.

E. Derivation and validation of theoretical models

There are basically two types of works on modelling the per-

formance of 802.11 networks, namely, i) those that present a

new model, derived through either analysis or experimentation,

and ii) empirical studies designed to confirm (or challenge)

previous analytical models or their assumptions.

1) Propagation: One of the first works to challenge the

usual wireless (simulation) assumptions is [100]. Using a

7The Fraunhofer distance, defined as df = 2D2/λ, where D is the largest
dimension of the antenna and λ the wavelength, is used to compute the far-
field region, i.e., where propagation is like in “free space”.

falsifiable version of the assumptions, authors show via ex-

perimentation that none of the following “axioms” used in

simulations to model radio propagation are true: the world is

flat, transmission areas are circular, all radios have equal range,

propagation is symmetric, interfaces have perfect sensitivity

and signal strength is a simple function of distance. Along

the same lines, in [101] authors use an FPGA to emulate

the channel link, which gives complete control over signal

propagation, and perform a detailed analysis of the link-

level behaviour of real hardware. They address a variety of

issues that range from the impact of off-channel interference

and reception to the asymmetry of links. The effect of the

MCS used is pseudo-analytically deducted in [102], based on

experimentally fit curves, for the cases of 11 Mbps (802.11b)

and 6 Mbps (802.11g). The (rather striking) result is that

the higher MCS is more robust, leading to fewer packet loss

ratios for the same SNR. Another common assumption is that

path loss and antenna gain are independent variables. This

is challenged in [92], in which authors first analyse that this

is not the case for directional antennae (due to the impact

of the secondary paths in multipath-prone environments), and

then proposed an integrated model which jointly accounts for

the direction and the length of the communication link. A

similar, measurement-driven approach is presented in [103],

where authors present a model for the communication channel

in an office environment. Up to 28 path loss prediction models

are analysed in [104] for the case of a rural deployment, none

of them providing accurate results in terms of the root mean

squared errors. They propose different metrics to compare the

performance of the models (e.g., ability to order links by

channel quality), and find out that in some cases the best

performing models would not be the ones chosen for the

considered environment, and that in many cases the simplest

models (e.g., two-ray) outperform the more complex ones.

2) Interference: A particular case that has received a lot of

attention is the capture effect, i.e., when a frame is correctly

received even if its transmission overlaps in time with other

transmissions.8 In [105], authors report that in a collision

under a 802.11b scenario involving RTS frames, and extensible

to any frame, the stronger frame survives in practically all

cases, despite timing differences of ±20 µs. A more detailed

analysis is performed in [101], with different MCS and relative

reception power, and delays up to 96 µs, showing that the most

sensible time is right at the beginning of the transmission.

While these works focus on the case of 802.11b, in [106]

authors analyse the case of 802.11a, and report that the

stronger frame can be decoded correctly regardless of the

timing relation with the weaker frame. Furthermore, when

the stronger frame arrives later, there are different patterns

depending on whether the receiver has been successfully

synchronised to the previous (weaker) frame or not.

Considering a less particular phenomenon, the interactions

between interference and carrier sensing are analysed in

8There are many approaches to model this case, e.g., i) both frames are lost,
ii) the frame received with the larger signal-to-interference ratio is correctly
received, iii) the stronger frame is correctly received, provided it arrived first,
and iv) even if did not arrive first, the stronger frame will be correctly decoded
if it arrived during the preamble of the weak frame.
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[107], in which authors provide a comprehensive taxonomy

of the possible relations between link pairs (deriving up to

16 topology cases). Based on these framework, they derive

a methodology based on RSS measurements to predict the

performance of a given configuration. This same “coupled

flows” problem is analysed in [108], where authors build on

the classical Markov-chain modelling of the competing flows

to predict the throughput obtained by each link.

3) MAC protocol: When in a WLAN some stations use a

lower MCS than others, the performance of all hosts is con-

siderably degraded. The reason for this is that DCF provides

channel access fairness (in the long term, as we discuss next),

but stations with lower MCS occupy the medium for relatively

longer periods of time, thus decreasing the overall performance

– this is known as the performance anomaly effect [109]. The

issue of MAC fairness is addressed for the case of a 2-station

network in [49], where fairness is computed based on the

number of consecutive transmissions from one station. In that

paper, authors demonstrate that DCF is indeed fair even in

the short term scale (the work is extended for more hosts in

[50], but without an analytical model). The issue of MAC

fairness is revisited and systematically addressed in [110],

where authors quantify fairness as a deviation from an ideal

fair queueing system. Based on the findings, they derive the

stochastic service curve model to predict packet delays in the

WLAN. A semi-analytical approach to compute the capacity

of a wireless link is presented in [111], in which authors use

measurements to first capture the interference relationships

between links, and then they build on a Markov Chain to

estimate the link capacity; the performance bounds of a system

based on carried sense are derived and confirmed in [112].

Based on the seminal paper by Bianchi, many works have

extended the model to characterise the performance of EDCA

(e.g., see [113] and references therein), but few have been

validated in an experimental setting. One of the few works to

perform this comparison is [52], in which it is shown that,

in saturation conditions, the modelling of the differentiation

provided by TXOP is accurate, as well as the CW differen-

tiation, but for the case of large AIFS the model becomes

quite inaccurate, as the per-slot independence used in most

Markov Chain models no longer holds. These observations

are further extended in [114], in which authors review the

popular assumptions for Wi-Fi modelling and assess the extent

to which they are accurate in an experimental scenario.

4) Energy consumption: A number of previous works have

addressed the energy consumption of the wireless interface,

aiming at a per-packet characterisation. The seminal work of

[115] shows that transmission/reception of an 802.11 frame

has a linear dependency on its length. This result is caused

by the four different states a wireless NIC can be in, namely:

sleep, idle, receiving and transmitting. [115] also identifies

a fixed cost per frame, caused by control frames (e.g.,

RTS/CTS). The results are extended in [116] for different

modulation and coding schemes and transmission power con-

figurations, and a similar approach is followed in a recent work

[117] for the case of 802.11n. While in these cases the 802.11

interface is treated as a whole, [118] distinguishes between

the (approximately constant) Application-Specific Integrated

Circuit (ASIC) consumption, and the Power Amplifier (PA)

consumption occurring only outside idle periods.

Other works have addressed the experimental characteri-

sation of the consumption of the complete device, either a

laptop [119]–[121] or a mobile phone [122]–[124]. Some of

these works deal with specific issues, such as quantification

of the consumption of components in addition to that from

the interfaces (e.g., CPU, screen, memory) [123], power con-

sumption measurements via available APIs for estimating the

battery discharge state [121], assessment of trade-off between

CPU consumption due to data compression and wireless

consumption due to data transmission [120]. However, none

of these provide a per-packet characterisation of the energy

consumption. In [119] authors present an analysis of the

communication costs of complete transfers, and it is men-

tioned that in addition to the actual transmission or reception,

there might be additional energy costs associated to packet

processing. Along the same lines, in [124] authors report that

message size can have a non-intuitive impact on the energy

consumption. Finally, in a recent work [125] authors have

performed a detailed experimental analysis of 802.11-enabled

devices, characterising the per-packet power consumption by

the wireless card and the internal processing of the device.

IV. SERVICES

We next revise those papers that enhance or extend a service

provided by the default capabilities of 802.11, these works

being overviewed in Table IIIa. As in the previous section, we

summarise in Table IIIb the most relevant contributions.

A. Mobility

Works dealing with mobility can be classified depending on

their main focus: performance studies, aimed to understand the

handoff process; improvements, motivated by the former; and

the particular case of vehicular networks, which has received

increasing attention over the last several years.

1) Performance studies: One of the first analysis of handoff

in 802.11 is [126], where authors quantify the different com-

ponents of the procedure (basically consisting in probing, re-

association, and authentication), prove that the dominant factor

of the handoff latency corresponds to the probing phase and

identify that different vendors provide different performance,

which is caused by two issues: 1) the standard does not

specify the actual procedures to, e.g., identify when a handoff

is needed (i.e., the “trigger”), and 2) some cards are not

compliant with the state machine specified by the standard for

the probing phase.9 The fact that active scanning can be very

time-consuming, in particular when compared against other

control procedures (although for the case of IPv6 the situation

is slightly different [127]), motivates many of the improve-

ments described in the next section. The trigger for the handoff

process is the main focus on the analysis of the traces collected

at the 67th IETF meeting [128], where it is identified that due

to network congestion, clients may (wrongly) assume poor

radio conditions, leading to high handoff rates. These introduce

9As we will see in Section IV-C2, this no compliance is common.
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TABLE III: Overview of the services works

(a) Works that focus on the services offered by 802.11

Mobility Performance studies [126]–[129]
Improvements [130]–[135]
Vehicular networks [136]–[139]

Localisation [61], [140]–[155]

Security Denial of service [72], [156]–[162]
Selfish PHY and MAC configurations [163]–[166]
Location Privacy [167]–[171]
Rogue APs and suspicious activity [172]–[174]

Real-time traffic [45], [175]–[187]

Troubleshooting [188]–[191]

(b) Most relevant contributions

Ref. Year Citations Rate Category

[140] 2000 6810 (1) 454 (1) Localisation
[126] 2003 935 (2) 77.92 (2) Mobility

[162] 2003 696 (3) 58.00 (3) Security aspects
[141] 2002 618 (4) 47.54 (6) Localisation
[143] 2005 547 (5) 54.70 (4) Localisation
[192] 2004 531 (6) 48.27 (5) Localisation
[154] 2004 468 (7) 42.55 (7) Localisation
[146] 2005 375 (8) 37.50 (8) Localisation
[130] 2004 311 (9) 28.27 (10) Mobility
[183] 2003 266 (10) 22.17 (12) Real-time traffic

[161] 2007 219 (11) 27.37 (11) Security aspects
[137] 2008 215 (12) 30.71 (9) Mobility

an even higher load in the network, dramatically reducing

performance in periods of high congestion. A comparative

study of handoff between public Wi-Fi APs and 3G in walk

and drive experiments is presented in [129], revealing that Wi-

Fi performance suffers during transients (as identified in the

above works), but compensates this with higher throughputs

in static conditions.

2) Improvements: A handoff can be divided in three phases:

(i) discovering a set of candidate APs to move to; (ii) trig-

gering the handoff; and (iii) updating the forwarding path.

Based on these, we analyse the main works improving handoff

performance.

To reduce the discovery time, in [130] authors propose to

refine the probing with topology information, by building a

neighbour graph (NG) with information about channels used.

The scenario consists in an 802.11b mobile station roaming

in an area covered by 20 APs, and the NG is built through an

initial measurement campaign. By probing only the channels

where APs in the NG operate, the roaming station reduces

scanning latency by 80.7% w.r.t. full-scanning and 30.8%

compared to observed-scanning. Authors also propose an NG-

pruning algorithm, in which only the neighbouring APs with

an acceptable signal quality are probed. This method improves

full-scanning latency by 83.9% and observed-scanning latency

by 42.1% on average. Another strategy is to leverage on

a second wireless interface to perform the scanning [131],

which substantially improves performance but the practicality

is arguable.

Concerning the trigger mechanism, the usual scheme is

to trigger the handoff only when conditions are very bad.

In contrast, in [132] authors propose to constantly monitor

beacons strength, and based on short- and long-trends of

these signals, pro-actively trigger the handoff. It is also noted

that “same channel” handoffs result in better performance

than changing to a different channel. The HaND proposal

[133] builds on the wired infrastructure for sending probing

responses from candidates AP to the AP the client is currently

associated with, and relies on the AP (and not the client) to

trigger the handoff.

Finally, handoff performance can also be improved by

adequately designing the forwarding architecture of the net-

work. In the seminal analysis of Mobile IP [134], authors show

how performance improves by opportunistically forwarding

and filtering frames. Another strategy is to keep the IP layer

oblivious to the handoffs, making the whole wireless network

a single layer-2 hop, which is particularly effective for the

case of mesh networks [135]. This approach modifies the usual

DHCP configuration to track the quality of the links, and builds

on gratuitous ARP messages to update addresses and perform

handoffs.

3) Vehicular networks: In [136], authors analyse the con-

nectivity between APs and clients inside vehicles, showing

that there are periods of poor connectivity as devices approach

and move away from the point of attachment, which are

difficult to predict as they do not consistently occur at the same

spot. In a follow-up paper [137] running on DieselNet10 they

study different handoff policies and propose the ViFi protocol,

which is a mobility protocol for interactive application that

tries to connect to multiple base stations simultaneously. ViFi

requires the vehicle to designate an AP as its anchor and

the rest of nearby APs are auxiliary. The anchor provides

Internet connectivity, while the auxiliary APs might act as

relays, depending on whether they overhear or not the frame

acknowledgement. As the vehicle moves it can designate a

new anchor, which requires coordination to prevent packet

losses. A similar study, but for the case of a mesh networks,

is presented in [138], where they analyse the impact on

service disruption of different handoff policies (e.g., always

strongest signal, long-term averaged quality scoring of APs),

and diagnose the reasons for the performance issues (e.g.,

impact of a multi-hop backhaul, association failures). In [139],

authors analyse different mechanisms to improve performance,

namely, handoff based on RF fingerprinting and the use of pre-

fetching, each improving performance by a factor of two.

B. Localisation

Given its presence in almost any portable device, Wi-Fi has

been extensively used for localisation works, with the general

approach being to leverage on readings to make an estimation

of the location of the user, either based on triangulation or

an off-line calibration phase. We can classify these works

depending on the type of readings used, the design of the

10https://dome.cs.umass.edu/umassdieselnet

https://dome.cs.umass.edu/umassdieselnet
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calibration phase, or the analysis on the accuracy of these

systems.

One of the first localisation systems is Radar [140], which

builds on the Received Signal Strength (RSS) indicator.

In that seminal work, authors compare the performance in

terms of accuracy of fingerprinting, propagation models, and

choosing the AP with the strongest signal received, which have

different trade-offs in terms of complexity, training phase and

accuracy. Their proposal, for indoor environments, combines

a data collection phase (also known as the offline phase) that

builds a RF signal strength data base, with a signal propagation

model that takes into account a wall attenuation factor (WAF)

and provides an estimation of the distance to a given AP.

These distances are later used to estimate the user’s location by

means of triangulation. In [141], authors perform an extensive

measurement campaign to later use a Bayesian approach to ac-

curately predict the location, but it has the disadvantages of the

amount of data to process and the length of the training phase.

Furthermore, in a follow-up paper [192] it is showed that use

of a Gaussian fit over the collected data (instead of keeping

all samples) results in a simpler and faster calibration, and

can result in a more robust system. The Horus system [143]

builds from a detailed analysis of the data from the calibration

phase to derive a probabilistic model for the signal strength

received from APs, including the use of clustering to group

map locations to reduce the computational requirements. After

thorough measurements, it is concluded that signal strength

follows a Gaussian distribution, with a detailed analysis of the

reasons for channel variations (e.g., small scale variations) and

how to reduce their impact on performance. In [144], authors

address the problem of tracking a mobile node, by considering

not only the current measurements but also previous ones,

which is processed using Viterbi’s algorithm. Finally, in [145],

authors show that using multiple antennae at the same devices

can greatly improve the location accuracy by reducing the

small-scale variations.

Alternative metrics, other than the RSS, have also been

considered. In [146], authors analyse that, for outdoor scenar-

ios, the number of times an AP is detected by the driver at

a given distance can provide enough accuracy and requires

a simpler calibration phase. They claim this measurement

varies much more predictably than the variation of the signal

strength vs. distance. However, their proposal achieves much

less accuracy than other methods, it requires the use of GPS,

and it also needs an offline phase (i.e., wardriving). The angle

of arrival is proved to be effective for localisation purposes in

VORBA [147], where authors deploy a node over a turntable.

This approach removes the need of a calibration phase but

requires more specialised APs. Along similar lines, the use

of directional information to locate APs is presented in [193],

where authors perform measurements while on the move to

compute the gradient of the local RSS variations. Finally,

leveraging on the accuracy of the internal card clocks, recent

works have proposed the use of the time of flight (i.e., the

time between a data frame is sent and the ACK is received)

to locate users [148], [149].

One of the main challenges of location systems is to

optimise the calibration phase. For the case of nodes with

fixed locations, in [150] authors explore the idea of self-

mapping, in which only a few known locations are fed into

the system at first, and then through the use of measurements

and graph techniques, new locations are inferred. In [151],

authors present an analytical framework to understand the

impact of the relative location of the landmark nodes, i.e.,

those with known positions, based on the error of the estima-

tion. Then, they propose an algorithm to derive the optimal

location of the landmark nodes given a floorplan. To speed-up

the calibration phase, the ARIADNE system [152] uses the

floorplan to generate a 3D map, which feeds a propagation

model based on ray-tracing, and then uses one measurement

to estimate the parameters of the propagation model. This

idea is pushed further in WiGEM [153], where the training

phase is eliminated by dividing the area into locations and

then using an expectation-maximisation algorithm to compute

the propagation model.

Finally, some works have analysed the limits of the accu-

racy with localisation. In [154], authors analyse the impact

of the training set, both in terms of number and location of

the fingerprints, on the accuracy of different indoor location

algorithms. The main result is that there is a fundamental

limit on the accuracy of fingerprinting schemes, which at

some point does not improve with a larger set of samples,

but can be improved only through better hardware or the use

of propagation model. A similar problem is addressed in [155]

through the use of the ORBIT testbed, with a more thorough

analysis to understand the impact of the location algorithm,

and the importance of high quality RSS measurements.

C. Security aspects

Here we review the most prevalent works dealing with

security and privacy aspects of WLANs, but not including the

paper techniques specific to the cryptographic schemes (e.g.,

vulnerability of WEP, exchange of keys).
1) Denial of service techniques: One of the most obvious

attacks on Wi-Fi networks is jamming, i.e., the transmission

of frames (or, more generally, radio signals) to deliberately

disrupt communications. In [156], authors perform a detailed

analysis of the impact of jamming on the PDR, and build on

the observed results to propose an algorithm, based on gradient

descent (with multiple vantage points) to locate the source of

the jamming activity. To lessen the impact of jamming, channel

hopping is a common technique [72], [157]. In [72], authors

use game theory to model the scenario, to derive the optimal

strategy to switch channel. In [157], the scenario is modelled

with a Stackelberg competition, where the jammer tries to

follow the randomised sequence of channels the legitimate

node uses. One key contribution of this work is the derivation

of the time a user has to stay in the chosen channel, which

is a trade-off between the probability of being jammed and

performance. Another mechanism to lessen the impact of

jamming is to adapt the transmission rate, power and carrier

sensing thresholds, which is proposed in the ARES framework

[158]. By mixing these techniques, ARES leads to significant

improvements in both 802.11a and 802.11n scenarios.

More sophisticated cases of jamming are analysed in [159]–

[161]. In [159], authors consider a more “subtle” version of
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jamming, in which the attacker targets a single node to trigger

the rate adaptation at the AP, thus causing the performance

anomaly. To lessen this attack they propose FIJI, a framework

that includes a technique to detect this attack and a traffic shap-

ing mechanism to lessen its impact. In [160], authors analyse

the case of jamming in encrypted wireless ad-hoc networks,

where an attacker might efficiently disrupt communications by

inferring the packet exchanges (e.g., TCP’s initial exchange)

and jam only key frames, and propose the use of padding,

artificial delays or packet batching to disrupt these schemes.

Finally, in [161], authors show that 802.11 equipment (the

study considers different hardware from different vendors) is

extremely vulnerable to certain patterns of weak interference,

due to the specifics of the design of the reception chain at the

network interface card. To prevent these threat, they propose

and prototype a channel-hopping strategy by modifying the

hostap driver, which switches channels every 10 ms and

estimates whether the channel is under a malicious attach or

not.

In addition to jamming, other techniques to deny service

are reviewed in [162]: spoofing of management frames to

deauthenticate or disassociate, altering the operation of power

saving mechanisms, or by taking advantage of the virtual

carrier sensing scheme (accessing the channel before other

stations and reserving the medium for the maximum amount

of time). They confirm the feasibility of each of these attacks

on commodity hardware, and propose and prototype some

mechanisms to overcome them or at least mitigate their effects.

We next review the techniques based on the misconfiguration

of the access parameters.

2) Selfish PHY and MAC configurations: With the arrival

of the 802.11e amendment, users were given the ability to

change the configuration of their MAC parameters, in this way

enabling traffic differentiation between applications and/or

users. This feature has a cost, which is that users are also able

to tune their MAC configurations aiming at a larger share of

the wireless resources. Indeed, as reported in [164], even pre-

EDCA cards already presented a behaviour misaligned with

the standard rules, which resulted in different bandwidth shares

for competing stations in a WLAN and, correspondingly,

unfairness among users. However, despite this severe concern,

not very much experimental work has been carried out to

detect selfish configurations (and to restore fairness). The

DOMINO software [165] is composed of a set of tests (based

on heuristics and statistics), to be performed by the AP to

detect if a user is scrambling frames, using different timings,

backoff configurations, etc. While most of the results are

obtained with simulations, the experimentation part is devoted

to the detection of selfish CW configurations. This is also

the main focus of [166], where a sequential hypothesis test

on the successfully received packets is proposed to detect

misbehaving nodes – similarly to [165], most of the results

are derived from simulations. Finally, in [163] authors analyse

how to detect overly high thresholds for carrier sensing (i.e.,

no sensing) by sending probe messages with a relatively low

transmission power.

3) Location privacy: An increasing concern nowadays is

the preservation of the privacy of the location. As described

in Section IV-B, many passive methods exist to accurately

track the position of a node with their collaboration (or at

least, being associated to an AP), but even without their

collaboration it is possible to track a user: in [167], authors

propose the use of a high gain antenna to sniff all APs a

mobile is able to detect (because of the discovery mechanism)

and then, based on the location of these APs, infer its location.

As shown in [168], the use of pseudonyms does not guaran-

tee anonymity, because of implicit identifiers and identifying

characteristics of 802.11 traffic: frequent destination addresses

(such as the email server), SSID probes from past visited

networks, etc. To protect privacy, in [169] authors perform

an entropy analysis of three schemes to improve user privacy:

periodically changing the MAC address (which have to be

supported by APs); modifying the transmission power con-

trol (TPC) scheme to decrease the precision of the location

algorithm; as well as artificially introducing silent periods

in the wireless activity to blur inference mechanism. The

effectiveness of varying TPC is assessed with experimentation

in [169], while authors in [170] focus on the inference of users’

activities by matching encrypted traffic against application

profiles (e.g., web browsing, bulk downloads, video watching).

It was shown that just 5 seconds of traffic activity are enough

to achieve an 80% accuracy in matching.

In order to overcome these issues, an identifier-free protocol

is presented in [171], which builds on 802.11 operation but

removing all explicit identifiers (e.g., L2 addresses), using in

their prototype an “anonymous” 802.11 header (constant fields

and addresses) and nodes running in promiscuous mode. The

price to pay is a higher overhead, which is about 10%.

4) Rogue APs and suspicious activity: Securing the infras-

tructure is of little use when malicious or “naive” employees

(innocently) connect a new, non-secured AP to the wired

network. Two approaches have been proposed to identify these

rogue APs: by sniffing, analysing and testing wireless connec-

tions [172], or by inferring unexpected wireless activity at the

gateway [173]. In [172], authors rely on a central controller

that triggers additional tests when a suspicious public Wi-Fi is

detected (e.g., ping to internal servers). In [173], authors use a

packet-pair technique (discussed in Section VI-D2) to distin-

guish between traffic from wired and wireless networks, and

trigger the corresponding actions when, e.g., an unauthorised

IP address is connected through Wi-Fi. The use of sniffers can

also be used to detect “suspicious” activities usually caused

by malicious software (e.g., bots), namely, port scanning and

TCP flooding, as shown in [174] where authors estimate that

1% of the total TCP traffic during the 67th IETF meeting

was caused by “malware,” which has significant impact on

the performance of the WLAN.

D. Real-time traffic

The original standard was based on a best effort service,

which poses significant challenges when providing an ade-

quate service to real-time traffic, namely, voice and video. For

the case of voice traffic, some works [175], [176] focus on

the experimental derivation of the maximum number of calls

supported in an 802.11b WLAN, analysing the impact of the
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preamble size, use of rate control, type of codec or the voice

generation interval. Based on these limitations, some works

propose legacy-friendly solutions to improve the performance

of voice: in Softspeak [177], authors reduce contention by

aggregating voice frames at the AP in the downlink, and

forcing a TDMA-like operation in the uplink; in OmniVoice

[178], which considers a deployment with multiple APs and

mobility, voice performance is improved by using a single

channel and coordinating the transmissions of the APs, which

use the CTS-to-self mechanism to reserve the channel.

Following the arrival of EDCA and its traffic differentiation

scheme, in [45] authors analyse the impact of changing the

contention parameters in the delay performance of VoIP. For

the case of wireless multi-hop networks, in [179], [180]

authors assess the benefits of using packet aggregation and

header compression, plus the use of labels to perform fast path

switching when conditions worsen; motivated by the use of

mesh networks in emergency scenarios, in [181] it is described

as a robust “push-to-talk” distributed service.

For the case of video traffic, providing an adequate service

typically proves more challenging due to the larger bandwidth

required. A basic assessment of the 802.11b/g/n standards is

presented in [182], where a two-link testbed is used to quantify

the number of video flows each technology supports, and the

impact of the mode of operation (unicast vs. multicast), via

the Mean Opinion Scores of 10 test subjects. An analysis of

the mechanisms affecting performance of video is presented

in the seminal work of [183], where a novel adaptive cross-

layer architecture is presented, focused on 802.11a PCF mode

performance and based on the evaluation of the mechanisms

at different layers, namely, retransmissions, packetization,

forward error correction, and scalable video encoding. The

packetization policy is extensively tested in [184] for the

case of vehicular environments, showing that larger packets

are preferred when conditions are more predictable; in [185],

authors analyse the effectiveness of packet level FEC for video

multicast with multi-rate capability in a two-node 802.11b sce-

nario, deriving guidelines for the FEC use. The use of cross-

layer techniques is also addressed in [186], where the benefits

of link adaptation schemes, based on cross-layer techniques,

is presented. Finally, motivated by the poor performance of

multicast transmission in 802.11 WLANs, the 802.11 recently

released a new family of schemes in the 802.11aa amendment

(the Group Addressed Transmission Service), which are as-

sessed in a recent work [187].

E. Troubleshooting

Finally, we review those papers bringing diagnosing services

to 802.11 WLANs, to address performance issues as the ones

classified in [188]: connectivity and authentication problems,

congestion, interference, poor planning, or unauthorised APs

(as discussed in Section IV-C4). In that work, authors present

a framework based on a central controller that is also able

to remotely control clients to diagnose these issues. Another

tool is WiFiProfiler [189], whose focus is on diagnosing

misconfiguration of the WLAN parameters or the management

plane, e.g., DHCP non working, ports blocked, wrong WEP

key. The tool is developed over the VirtualWiFi driver [189],

which enables a cooperative diagnosing protocol to exchange

information about the network health, even across devices

connected to different networks or also disconnected. The

idea of using a common control plane for devices connected

to different networks is pushed with RxIP [190], where the

Internet is used as a common control plane to implement a

P2P-alike architecture. In this way, APs in the neighbourhood

that identify a hidden node scenario can coordinate their

transmissions using a token-based scheme. Finally, given the

complexity of multi-hop deployments, the SCUBA tool [191]

supports an interactive focus and context visualisation, to

support a user-friendly diagnosis.

V. ENHANCEMENTS

In this section, we focus on those papers that propose

extensions and improvements to the 802.11 standard, with an

overview presented in Table IVa. Like before, we summarise

in Table IVb the contributions with the largest impact.

A. Multi-AP management

Although the presence of multiple APs supports perfor-

mance improvements due to, e.g. mobility, it poses some

challenges since transport protocols, in particular TCP, tend

to perform poorly when there are simultaneous network con-

nections, due to packet re-ordering and the heterogeneity of

the links [194]. To benefit from the availability of multiple

APs, in [195] and [196] two systems to simultaneously connect

stations to multiple APs are presented. The first one focuses

on the software mechanism to enable multiple virtual wireless

cards on top of a single physical card, while the second focuses

on fast switching between APs, these being transparent to

TCP and upper layers. Both works demonstrate the feasibility

of aggregating AP resources at one physical card, either via

wireless card virtualisation or via opportunistic and dynamic

selection of the AP, which improves capacity but could provide

unfair results in terms of access to resources.

Regarding capacity studies, THEMIS [197] is a single-

radio system designed to fairly share the user’s load over

multiple in-range APs. A similar idea is exploited in [198],

to activate the minimum number of DSL connections needed

in a neighbourhood to satisfy the current demand, thus saving

energy in the DSL connection (energy efficient operation of

Wi-Fi is discussed below). Finally, with AP virtualisation,

care should be put in the uplink, as simple schemes do not

guarantee fairness and a controller is required to restore it

[199].

B. Multi-hop networks

Wireless multi-hop networks (or mesh networks) based on

802.11 have received a vast amount of attention from the

research community, thanks to the availability of the hardware.

Their operation is typically based on the use of a transport

protocol, operating over a routing/forwarding scheme, which

eventually relies on the MAC to deliver traffic hop by hop

over the wireless links. As the original standard was not
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TABLE IV: Overview of the works that focus on enhancements

(a) Overview of the works that focus on enhancements

Multi-AP management [194]–[199]

Multi-hop networks [200]–[229]

Rate adaptation [230]–[241]

Extending the MAC layer [47], [142], [242]–[256]

Energy efficiency [125], [257]–[270]

Spectrum-agile schemes [271]–[274]

(b) Most relevant contributions

Ref. Year Citations Rate Category

[207] 2003 3219 (1) 268.25 (1) Multi-hop networks
[205] 2004 2539 (2) 230.82 (2) Multi-hop networks

[254] 2006 1463 (3) 162.56 (3) Extending MAC layer

[230] 1997 1271 (4) 70.61 (8) Rate adaptation

[214] 2005 1226 (5) 122.60 (4) Multi-hop networks
[208] 2004 874 (6) 79.45 (6) Multi-hop networks
[201] 2006 704 (7) 78.22 (7) Multi-hop networks
[231] 2004 604 (8) 54.91 (10) Rate adaptation
[204] 2005 566 (9) 56.60 (9) Multi-hop networks
[232] 2005 492 (10) 49.20 (11) Rate adaptation
[195] 2004 427 (11) 38.82 (12) Multi-AP management

[239] 2010 400 (12) 80.00 (5) Rate adaptation
[266] 2006 324 (13) 36.00 (13) Energy efficiency

intended for multi-hop operation,11 the use of 802.11 in these

scenarios requires facing a number of challenges, which we

next overview.

Concerning their deployment, channel assignment plays

a fundamental role in minimising inter-link interference, in

particular when considering that the 802.11 carrier sense

mechanism is overly pessimistic and overestimates the impact

of concurrent transmissions [200]. In [201], a centralised

dynamic scheme based on a broadcast radio interface is

presented, showing notable improvements over static schemes.

The impact of the granularity of channel assignment decisions

(packet, link or flow level) is studied in [202], proposing a

novel scheme based on flow graphs.

One of the first challenges of mesh operation is the design of

the routing metric and protocol, as wireless conditions vary

over time (e.g., the foliage affects the link performance in the

TFA testbed [203]) and therefore the protocol has to adapt

to those. There is a notable number of approaches tested in

practice: in [204], authors report on the impact of opportunistic

routing in the Roofnet testbed; the Expected Transmission

Time (ETT) scheme is assessed in [205]; the Expected number

of Transmissions On a Path (ETOP) in [206]; the Expected

Transmission Count (ETX) [207] shows good performance for

stationary conditions [208]. In this work, authors also propose

Link-Quality Source Routing (LQSR), which extends routing

metrics with link quality information but needs to rapidly adapt

in dynamic scenarios, as otherwise is outperformed by routing

schemes based in minimum hop count. Various schemes such

as link bandwidth (BW), ETX, ETT and some of its variants

are evaluated in [209], with the main conclusion being that

they are very sensitive to background traffic and, especially

in presence of multiple flows, they result in very suboptimal

routing decisions.

Some schemes propose to couple the routing to the MAC

operation: the Expected Transmission cost in Multi-rate wire-

less networks (ETM) jointly accounts for link-rate adaptation

and congestion levels [210], outperforming ETT and ETOP;

the Contention-Aware Transmission Time (CATT) routing

metric is presented in [211], also leading to substantial gains

over ETX and ETT; building on the correlation between losses

11This was partially fixed later in the 802.11s.

in the wireless medium, the Divert scheme [212] operates a

fine-grain path selection, reducing loss rates with respect to

schemes using fixed flow paths. As alternative to “traditional”

routing schemes, the use of opportunistic mechanisms, i.e., that

nodes decide on a per-frame basis whether to forward it or not,

is proposed in the ExOR scheme [214]. With ExOR, which

is studied on the evolved Roofnet testbed (a 38-node 802.11b

outdoor network), nodes decide whether a packet has to be

forwarded or not, and transmissions do not contain an explicit

next-hop address field, since each node in radio range can

decode the transmission and act as a router. Note that the use

of a routing protocol can result in the starvation of data flows,

as its low-rate traffic can degrade performance due to hidden

nodes and capture effect [216], or because of the use of robust

encoding [217], which consumes more airtime. However, as

routing cannot be eliminated, some works propose to reduce its

overhead building on label switching and distributed hashing

[218]. Finally, the design of incentives to support opportunistic

routing is addressed and validated in [215].

One key challenge of routing is ensuring stability, as the

dynamics of wireless channels can lead to route flapping. To

solve this, a simple route update strategy based on hysteresis

is proposed in [219], while a historically-assisted scheme

is proposed in [220]. However, even for the case of static

routes the MAC protocol of 802.11 can lead to the instability

(and consequently packet loss) of transmission queues [221],

which is theoretically analysed in [222], proposing the use

of throttling to prevent this issue. Indeed, the use of rate

limiting has been widely explored in mesh networks to

enhance performance, e.g., to prevent the so-called starvation

phenomenon [203], [223], using AIMD-based control to dis-

tribute wireless resources among concurrent flows [224], and

should dynamically adapt to the time-varying capacity of the

wireless network for its effectiveness [225].

Finally, the performance of TCP over mesh networks has

received a lot of attention by the research community. In

[226], authors present a model for the two-hop scenario, and

show that controlling the flow rates substantially improves

performance. Another model is validated in [227], explaining

how the closed-loop control of TCP unbalances the resource

allocation, but can be lessened through MAC tuning. These

interactions between TCP congestion control and 802.11 MAC
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are also identified as the origin of TCP poor performance

in [228], and addressed by tuning the TXOP parameter of

the different wireless nodes. A different approach to enhance

the performance of TCP in 802.11 networks is presented

in [229], in which the authors show how to optimally split TCP

flows over multiple wireless paths, this resulting in enhanced

network utilisation and fairness.

C. Rate adaptation

Rate adaptation (RA), i.e., the algorithm that adapts the

MCS to the observed radio conditions, has received a lot of

attention from the research community. One of the main pur-

poses of an RA algorithm is to timely react to varying radio

conditions, by decreasing the MCS when radio conditions are

poor and increasing the MCS when they improve. The seminal

AutoRate Fallback (ARF) scheme [230] from WaveLAN-2

cards proposes a very simple approach, namely, increasing

the MCS after ten consecutive successes, and decreasing it

after two consecutive failures. The ARF mechanism does not

result very agile when radio conditions change and results in

sub-optimal performance due to the basic probing scheme, and

therefore has motivated a number of research works to improve

the performance of RA. With Adaptive Multi Rate Retry

(AMRR) [231], the number of consecutive successes before

increasing the MCS varies with radio conditions following a

Binary Exponential Backoff (BEB) process, to prevent very

frequent probing and adapt continuously the threshold for

the rate decision. In Sample Rate [232], a more judiciously

probing is performed, only in those MCS that would result

in shorter transmission times: after 4 consecutive failures a

MCS will be discarded, and every 10 consecutive successes

a novel rate with smaller transmission time will be sampled.

Meanwhile, the decision process of CHARM [233] leverages

past history about the link quality to the intended destination;

while RAM [234] uses a receiver-based approach (based on

ACKs) to handle channel asymmetry.

The abundance of RA schemes also triggered some works

to compare their performance, in order to understand their

behaviour under different settings. In [235], authors perform

various controlled experiments to compare three algorithms

(AMRR, SampleRate and ONOE, all of them available with

the MadWifi driver) in similar RSSI conditions, by putting a

laptop inside a microwave oven and keeping its door open

or closed; they also analyse the impact of rate adaptation on

the application under study, namely, voice, video streaming,

web browsing or file transfer. Another study is carried out in

[236], where the performance of these three RA schemes is

analysed in both indoor and outdoor mesh deployments, to

understand the impact of channel variations and interference

(namely, collisions) on performance, this being a major cause

of their poor performance.

Indeed, the inability to distinguish the cause of a frame

loss, i.e., to distinguish between poor radio channel and

collisions, has motivated another set of research works, which

extend the basic operation of the protocol to support this

differentiation: in WOOF [237], the scheme uses 1-second

measurement intervals to estimate the channel occupation (and

therefore, interference conditions); the COLLIE mechanism

[238] builds on signal measurements collected at the AP to

identify the causes for a packet loss; with CARA [239], the

RTS/CTS exchange is used to help make this distinction.

Finally, the recent H-RCA [240] mechanism, which aims at

minimising the average time that a packet is on the medium

considering also its retransmission, builds on the TXOP pa-

rameter (i.e., transmission of burst of frames) of the EDCA

standard to perform this differentiation.

Finally, given the particularities of the relatively recent

802.11n standard, some works [241] have already pointed out

that existing RA schemes do not perform well in these settings,

as they do not take advantage of the available MIMO features.

MiRA [241] alternates between single and dual stream modes

for transmission and proposes an inter and intra-mode rate

prioritising intra-mode. It also proposes an adaptive probing

to reduce the overhead, which leverages frame aggregation and

block acknowledgement to probe the selected rate.

D. Extending the MAC layer

Earlier works have addressed how to improve the

contention-based access. One simple mechanism to compen-

sate the overhead introduced by the CSMA/CA access scheme

is to aggregate multiple frames into a single MAC frame [242],

through the use of an aggregation sub-layer between the LLC

and the MAC. Similarly, prior to the adaptive CW techniques

based on the EDCA standard discussed in Section III-A2

(e.g., [47]), in [243] authors report the implementation of the

Idle Sense mechanism, which basically consists of adapting

the CW based on the number of idle slots between trans-

missions to optimise the 802.11 DCF protocol performance.

Although authors required some insight from the vendor, with

this implementation it was also demonstrated that existing

platforms were able to support enhancements without major

modifications. Another proposal partly related with standard

mechanisms (namely, the “reverse direction” mechanism of

802.11n) is VoIPiggy [244], a mechanism to piggyback small

(voice) frames over L2 acknowledgements, which is therefore

well suited for bi-directional communications. Again, the im-

plementation is performed over commodity 802.11 hardware,

leveraging on the reverse-engineered OpenFWWF firmware.12

The same platform is used to introduce the Wireless MAC

processor [245], a novel paradigm in which anyone can

program new MACs over commodity hardware, by specifying

the state machine to be executed by the firmware, which can

be loaded in real-time (the so-called MAClets [246]).

In addition, performance can be improved by introducing

synchronisation between nodes, so the network operates

in a TDMA fashion. In [247], authors introduce an overlay

MAC layer over the Click modular router, which loosely

synchronises nodes so the network operates in a decentralised

TDMA-like fashion (where a slot is the time to send ten

1500-byte frames) according to a WFQ policy. A more tightly

synchronisation is achieved in [248] using real-time Linux (the

so-called SySI-MAC framework), which is used to implement

12http://www.ing.unibs.it/∼openfwwf/

http://www.ing.unibs.it/~openfwwf/
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Soft-TDMAC, a MAC protocol for multi-hop networks. An-

other TDMA-like operation is proposed in [248], achieving

microsecond-level accuracy. In a less rigid time-scale, for the

case of mesh deployments with long distance links and multi-

ple directional antennae per node, in [249] authors develop a

protocol to enable simultaneous transmissions (and receptions)

at every node.

The ARQ scheme of 802.11 is another source of inef-

ficiency, because it can take a significant amount of time

even when only a few symbols may have been wrong. To

address this, a number of works have proposed mechanisms

to improve the frame recovery mechanism. In [142], the

Multi-Radio Diversity system is presented, which is based

on combining different copies of the same frame (divided

into blocks) as received at different APs, to try to recover

it. In [250], authors propose that overhearing nodes aware of

a failed transmission perform an opportunistic retransmission

before the sender transmits, leveraging on the differentiation

provided by EDCA. A number of works [251]–[253] propose

partial packet recovery schemes, in which the frame is divided

into blocks, which are independently protected, so the receiver

decides whether to trigger the complete retransmission or

just parts of the original frame, sometimes using a different

encoding (depending on the retransmission round) or even

piggybacking over regular (i.e., not retransmitted) frames.

Finally, the use of network coding has been addressed in

a number of works, which typically leverage on the broadcast

nature of the medium and bi-directional communications: in

[254] authors describe the COPE scheme, implemented with

the Click router running over Netgear cards, which is based

on nodes promiscuously listening to the medium to store

frames and then, based on reception reports, decide which

frames to transmit to maximise the throughput with a single

transmission. In case of delayed or missing reports COPE

leverages routing metrics, such as ETX, to estimate the packet

delivery probability of the neighbouring links; in [255], the

interactions between network coding and TCP are further

explored, while in [256] the COPE framework is extended

with transmission rate control, to enable adequate overhearing,

based on channel quality and neighbour information.

E. Energy efficiency

The Power Save Mode (PSM) of 802.11 enables wireless

clients in infrastructure mode to keep their interfaces in sleep

mode, and switch to the awake mode only to listen to beacon

frames from the AP, where the Traffic Indication Map (TIM)

announces incoming traffic for the clients. As the standard

does not specify how to configure the operation of PSM,

many works have turned to PSM to propose energy-efficient

operation, typically based on adaptive schemes that judiciously

trade-off performance for power consumption.

In general, the default beacon interval of 100 ms introduces

non-negligible delays on the operation of PSM, which can be

particularly harmful when interacting with request-response

protocols and, in particular, the Network File System [257].

In that paper, authors propose a novel framework that decides

if the interface has to switch to the Constantly Active Mode

(CAM) of operation, based on empirically-collected distri-

bution of applications’ behaviour, energy consumption and

switching delays of the 802.11 interfaces. Furthermore, they

propose the use of an interface for application to provide some

“hints” about their intent and activity.

Given that mobility-related operations are not PSM-friendly,

in [258] authors present the Cell2Notify architecture for VoIP

over WLAN, where the mobile terminal has the Wi-Fi inter-

face switched off and activates it when it is notified of an

incoming call via the cellular interface. The standby time of

smartphones is increased, at the cost of a larger delay when

establishing the call.

Other energy-efficient approaches over PSM are tailored

to the case of voice, based on predicting the length of the

next silent period to maximise the amount of time in sleep

state [259], or on explicitly trading-off performance for energy

savings, by delaying traffic up to the maximum tolerable delay

(to preserve application quality) to maximise the amount of

time in sleep mode [260]. This approach is generalised with

Catnatp [261], where authors present an architecture based on

a middle box, which builds on the concept of “application

data unit” (ADU) instead of frame. In this way, the middle

box stores all frames composing an ADU before delivering it

to the wireless client in a batch, so it can maximise the amount

of time in idle mode (or even in the suspend-to-RAM mode

of laptops).

Given that the PSM announces in the TIM the availability of

traffic for a number of stations, it triggers their simultaneous

awakening. To prevent this, which can introduce significant

delays as stations have to wait for others’ transmissions,

authors propose in NAPman [262] to optimise the scheduling

of the transmissions by using virtualised APs, so the “wake-

up windows” of different clients (receiving different TIM) are

staggered over time. For the case of multiple APs in range,

authors present in Sleepwell [263] a system that achieves

energy efficiency by evading network contention, which builds

on a distributed scheme for APs to fairly share the channel,

and modify timestamps so associated (and unmodified) clients

are “moved” to the adequate period of time.

A different set of works have addressed the optimisation

of the wireless interface. In [264], authors illustrate how the

choice of the CW alters the energy of the WLAN, and propose

a criterion to share resources between stations with very

efficient interfaces and those with more consuming interfaces.

In [265], authors tweak the operation of PSM to trigger the

PS-polls only when the quality of the received beacon is above

a certain threshold, similarly to opportunistic scheduling.

When there are multiple interfaces in the same device, the

challenge is to use the most efficient one. This is analysed in

[266] for the case of Wi-Fi vs. Bluetooth, by firstly measuring

the efficiency of different inter-technology switching – as this

can lead to energy wastage – and then proposing the CoolSpots

mechanism, based on Wi-Fi power saving and Bluetooth sniff

mode. A similar analysis is performed in [267] for the case of

Wi-Fi vs. 3G. In both works, the designed algorithm is based

on variables such as the context (i.e., location) information,

past history, device motion, etc. Furthermore, with Cool-

Tether [268] authors propose to simultaneously use multiple
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paths for web stripping with an HTTP proxy, with various

mobile nodes to operate in a tethering-like way, to minimise

the energy consumed for a transaction. A recent work [125]

has uncovered that some non-negligible consumption (the so-

called cross-factor) is due to internal operations in the devices,

so techniques such as coalescing or batching can also reduce

the energy consumption within the device.

Finally, the use of resource on demand schemes has been

assessed in experimental conditions: in [269] for the case of

long distance links, where authors use 802.15.4 devices to

detect incoming transmissions, and then power up the (more

consuming) 802.11 links; and in [270], for the case of indoor

WLANs, where the objective is to guarantee coverage in a

physical area while minimising the number of APs switched

on to guarantee a given performance.

F. Spectrum-agile schemes

Although COTS 802.11 hardware does not typically support

spectrum agility, i.e., the ability to quickly change the spec-

trum occupied during transmissions, this has not precluded

some experimental work in this area with Wi-Fi technology.

For instance, the DSASync framework [271], whose focus is

on the performance of TCP in white spaces environments, is

assessed in an 802.11 setting, using the madwifi driver. In

[272], authors use a setting with two wireless cards on different

channels to implement a packet-level diversity scheme, where

the sender distributes the packet transmissions across different

frequency bands.

Some other recent works build on the ability to change

the configuration of the phase-locked loop (PLL) of the

Atheros-based card, which enables the ability to select the

channel width between 5 and 40 MHz. With SampleWidth

[273], authors make the case for adapting the channel width,

demonstrating that low throughput demands a narrower chan-

nel, increases the transmission range and improves energy

efficiency, showing throughput improvements of 60% in a two-

node scenario. In a follow-up work [274], authors consider

the case of a multi-AP deployment and propose to adapt

each AP’s channel width depending on the traffic demand,

based on an analysis of the impact of interference on different

configurations.

VI. RESEARCHERS’ HOW-TO

In this section we present those works that focus on the

methodology of the experimentation, and therefore provide the

basis for the performance of measurements or research: testbed

descriptions (along with some “best practises”), traffic analy-

sis, or techniques to perform the measurements. Table IVa

presents a snapshot of these works, and Table IVb overviews

the contributions with the largest impact.

A. Testbed descriptions

Although all papers considered describe the testbed used,

here we focus on those that put special emphasis on the

description, either because they were among the first to report

some issues with respect to deployment, or because a particular

feature of the deployment is worth mentioning. We provide a

summary of the testbeds in Table VI. Some of the testbeds do

not have a paper explicitly devoted to describe them, however

other reviewed papers leverage on these testbeds to perform

their experimental evaluation. We have included these testbeds

as well for completeness reasons.

1) Indoor: One of the first indoor testbeds is APE [275],

composed of 37 laptops, where the focus is set on the repro-

ducibility of the experiments, which is achieved through the

strict specification of a script specifying the “choreography”

of the experiment, with instructions for the testers, who walk

around with nodes based on the Orinoco chipset and a mod-

ified version of the driver to test different routing protocols.

One of the most famous testbeds used for experimentation is

ORBIT [276], an open deployment consisting of 400 nodes

in which users: have full access to the radio nodes used;

can download and run their own OS image and software

packages; control and reboot the nodes; as well as have access

to each node console logs. In this way, researchers can book

in advance the testbed to run the designed wireless experiment

(à la PlanetLab13 [314]). One extension to this “open testbed”

paradigm, which makes a more efficient use of the resources,

is presented in [277]. In this paper (which extends the work

for the NITlab14 deployment) authors build on the observation

that experimental practitioners rarely use all of the devices

available but instead only use a small fraction of them, and

therefore the infrastructure can be shared only if the spectrum

is properly allocated. To this aim, they propose to introduce

spectrum slicing.

One key issue when deploying a wireless testbed in a

laboratory (a constrained physical space) is antenna radiation.

In particular, when distances are small, i.e., same order of

magnitude as the wavelength, nodes cannot be assumed to

behave as ideal “point radiators,” but instead inter-node in-

terference may be very significant. In [278], authors propose

two actions to keep the size of the testbed small, namely,

(i) shield the NIC to prevent radiation except from the intended

antenna connector, and (ii) use a toolbox of cables, attenuators,

splitters and combiners to emulate the scenario, thus control-

ling the radio conditions and guaranteeing repeatability of the

experiments. This idea is pushed further in [279], where the

RF signals from the nodes are processed by an FPGA (after

mixing with local oscillator), thus enabling the emulation of

radio conditions. This not only ensures repeatability of the

results, but also supports testing performance under a large

variety of different scenarios. Indeed, [280] reported the use

of the testbed in [279] for teaching purposes. In [281], authors

introduce CommonCode, a code-reuse platform so researchers

can use almost the same code when performing simulations

and when running the actual experiments.

Finally, for the case of experiments requiring repeatable

mobility patterns (e.g., MANETs research), in [282] authors

present the use of 12 wireless devices mounted over automated

vacuum cleaners, which have been hacked to support the re-

programming of their movement algorithms.

13http://www.planet-lab.org
14http://nitlab.inf.uth.gr/NITlab/

http://www.planet-lab.org
http://nitlab.inf.uth.gr/NITlab/
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TABLE V: Researcher’s how-to overview

(a) Works that focus on Researchers’ how-to.

Testbed descriptions Indoor [275]–[282]
Outdoor [42], [283]–[288]

Deployment guidelines [66], [203], [289]–[294]

Traffic and user activity reports Academic [295]–[299]
Corporate [300], [301]
Commercial [63], [302]
City-wide [42], [294], [303], [304]

Measuring Sniffing [203], [299], [303]–[309]
Packet-pairs [310]–[313]

(b) Most relevant contributions

Ref. Year Citations Rate Category

[42] 2005 877 (1) 87.7 (1) Testbed descriptions, Traffic &
user activity reports

[297] 2004 725 (2) 65.91 (2) Traffic & user activity reports
[296] 2002 623 (3) 47.92 (3) Traffic & user activity reports
[298] 2002 594 (4) 45.70 (5) Traffic & user activity reports
[300] 2003 491 (5) 40.92 (6) Traffic & user activity reports
[276] 2005 467 (6) 46.70 (4) Traffic & user activity reports
[295] 2000 423 (7) 28.2 (9) Testbed descriptions
[305] 2006 275 (8) 30.56 (7) Traffic & user activity reports
[283] 2007 230 (9) 28.75 (8) Measuring
[275] 2002 227 (10) 17.46 (12) Testbed descriptions

[203] 2006 225 (11) 25.00 (10) Measuring, deployment guidelines
[299] 2005 182 (12) 18.20 (11) Traffic & user activity reports, mea-

suring

TABLE VI: Most relevant 802.11 testbeds

Testbed Indoor Outdoor # Nodes Technology Mode Size

APE [275] ✓ ✓ 37 802.11b Ad-hoc 174 m

ORBIT [276] ✓ ✗ 400 802.11b/g Infra & mesh 464 m2

Slicing [277] ✓ ✗ 15 802.11b - 6-floor building
Testbed on a desktop [278] ✓ ✗ 7 802.11b Ad-hoc -
Teaching [279], [280] ✓ ✗ 15 802.11b Emulator -

Common Code [281] ✓ ✗ 12 802.11a Infra 800 m2

MiNTm [282] ✓ ✗ 12 802.11a Mesh -

WiLDNet [283] ✓ ✓ 4 802.11b Mesh Up to 65 km

Roofnet [42] ✗ ✓ 37 802.11b Mesh 4 km2

MobiMESH [284] ✓ ✓ - 802.11b/g/h Mesh -

CVeT (UCLA) [285] ✗ ✓ 30 802.11a/b/g/n/p Mesh 0.05 km2

Digital Gangetic Plains [286] ✗ ✓ 8 802.11b Mesh Up to 38 km

QuRiNet [287] ✗ ✓ 34 802.11b Mesh 8 km2

DTN [288] ✗ ✓ 8 802.11b Mesh Campus

2) Outdoor: While the actual deployment of indoor devices

is typically straightforward (although some recommendations

and pitfalls to avoid should be followed as described in the

next section), this is not the same for the case of outdoor

scenarios, which involves dealing with other issues like, e.g.,

antenna alignment.15 Incidentally, one of the first papers

describing the deployment of an outdoor scenario is RoofNet

[42], where 37 nodes are set-up in a 4 km2 area in Cambridge,

Massachusetts, using omnidirectional antennae. The design

of Roofnet assumed that some users will voluntarily share

their DSL access (depending on Acceptable Use Policies),

but eventually had only four Internet gateways: two located

in ordinary residences, and two on university buildings (for

an overview of technical issues when designing a real mesh

network see, e.g., the MobiMESH description [284]). For

the case of vehicular networks, the CVeT testbed [285] is

composed of 30 vehicles running different 802.11 technologies

and software framework for management and debugging, and

builds on a wireless mesh backhaul.

Mesh networking is particularly well suited for non-urban

environments, in which Internet connectivity is sparse and

the electrical power supply may not be available or may

experience power outages. To address these issues, one option

is to use directional antennae to cover long distances, such

15We cannot help but quote from [283]: “We thank [people] for braving
wind, sun, rain and crazy taxi drivers to set up long-distance links [. . . ] so
that we can run our experiments.”

as, 38 km [286] or 65 km [283], and another option is to

use batteries and solar panels to support network operation

without electric plugs. Indeed, as discussed in [286], a solar

panel could provide a round-the-clock average of about 8 W,

and as shown in QuRiNet [287] solar energy is used to

power the devices communicating 34 nodes spread over 2000

acres (approx. 8 km2) of wilderness. Finally, in [288], authors

describe a hardware and software architecture for energy-

efficient throwboxes (i.e., stationary and battery-power nodes

to enhance the capacity of DTNs) to be used in the DieselNet

network.

B. Deployment guidelines

In this section we focus on those papers where a significant

part of the contribution is the discussion of the design and

criteria used to deploy the testbed. In many cases, these papers

have an explicit section on “lessons learnt” (e.g., [289]–[291])

to summarise the main takeaway ideas from the experiences

of the researchers.16

One of the first papers to report the design of a large-

scale WLAN is [66]. In this (now old) paper, authors describe

in great detail the deployment of APs at Carnegie Mellon

University, in which a great deal of effort is devoted to provide

coverage while minimising overlap between APs, based on

16For a survey on recommendations when performing experimental work,
we refer the reader to [292].
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TABLE VII: Summary of traffic reports

Ref. Year Environment # Users # APs Time period

[295] 2000 Campus building 74 12 12 weeks
[296] 2002 Campus 2000 476 11 weeks
[297] 2004 Campus 7000 550 17 weeks
[298] 2002 Conference building 195 4 52 hours
[299] 2005 Conference building 1138 38 2 days
[300] 2003 Campus industrial 1366 131, 36, 10 4 weeks
[301] 2005 Corporate environment 11, 21 - 1 month
[302] 2006 Commercial area - 4 14,400 min

[63] 2009 Commercial area 13 spots - 1 week
[42] 2005 City-wide 16 37 24 hours

[303] 2008 City-wide 29000 500 28 and 5 days
[294] 2008 City-wide 627 250 100 hours
[304] 2008 City-wide - 1200, 965 -

geometrical considerations. As described in Section III-B2,

they also briefly describe the use of a design tool to aid

with channel assignment. Another paper describing the design

considerations (e.g., platform selection, management plane)

of an indoor testbed is [289], in which authors discuss the

deployment of an indoor mesh network at University of

California at Santa Barbara. A similar experience is reported

in [290], where authors advocate for the use of Power over

Ethernet APs to support a better remote control, and they also

detail the design of the IP addressing scheme. Finally, in [291],

authors deploy the testbed under the panels of the raised floor,

a space easily accessible and physically well protected, thus

preventing wire disconnection or unwanted movements of the

equipment.

Another set of papers build on tailored measurements to

derive guidelines for the deployment and configuration of

WLANs: in [293], authors advocate for the use of load

balancing, adaptive power control and frequency allocation for

the case of single-hop networks; in [203] it is reported the

deployment of a two-tier urban mesh network; and finally, in

[294], authors provide an extensive report on the performance

of a commercial mesh deployment.

C. Traffic and user activity reports

Here we classify those works that analyse, over relatively

long periods of time, the usage patterns of the wireless medium

through, e.g., the volume of traffic per hour, type of traffic, or

AP load in terms of user association and mobility. Note that

we do not aim to extensively report all experimental works

where there is some traffic activity reported, but only those in

which the usage can be considered representative of regular

(i.e., non-research) activity. We present in Table VII a snapshot

of the surveyed studies (in the Table, with “nodes” we refer

to either APs or Mesh Nodes).

1) Academic environment: One of the first studies is [295],

where authors analyse a 12-week trace from 12 APs distributed

across a 6-floor building. Data is gathered via SNMP queries,

and they analyse the behaviour of the 74 users detected in

terms of load, user mobility, and the type of application being

used (including irc and Eudora!). A larger deployment is

analysed in [296], consisting of 476 APs over 161 buildings,

describing the aggregate traffic per day (with spikes of almost

250 GB), activity per AP (the median being 39 MB), or

the protocol type, with HTTP being the most active and a

proprietary backup solution the second most active. In a later

follow-up work authors perform an updated study on 17-

week traces [297], comparing the result vs. the ones from the

initial network deployment. In this comparison, they identify

the rise of peer-to-peer, streaming multimedia traffic, and an

increased heterogeneity of user devices. The greater client

heterogeneity motivates a new metric, “session diameter”, to

show differences in mobility w.r.t. laptops, although users were

overall non-mobile. As a particular case of academic scenario,

in [298] authors analyse the traffic recorded over three days of

ACM SIGCOMM’01, with 195 different clients connected to

4 APs. They report a vast majority of HTTP and SSH traffic

and, perhaps not surprisingly, a strong correlation between the

conference schedule and the network load. A similar work

is the report of the traffic during the 62nd IETF meeting

[299], with 2 days of data from 38 APs providing access to

1138 participants. In contrast to the previous case, here the

distribution of users and AP load is quite uneven, due to the

large size of the deployment.

2) Corporate environment: In [300], authors present an

analysis of 4 weeks of traffic in a corporate environment. The

WLAN is deployed across 3 buildings, with 131, 36 and 10

APs per building, and includes up to 1366 different clients.

They report large variety across users, with for example, 40%

of the load being due to 10% of the most active users. As

expected, the traffic pattern is very different from the one

typically observed in academic environments, with little (if

any) activity past 8 PM. Another study is presented in [301],

in which authors first analyse the wired traffic from 11 users

in a corporate environment, and then replay the traffic over

a 21-node mesh network using different configurations, to

understand if an indoor mesh could replace the wired access

(the answer being yes).

3) Commercial deployments: Authors analyse in [302] the

wireless traffic of the public WLAN in four different restau-

rants from the same commercial chain in Austin, Texas. The

network utilisation is not very high, with the average hourly

by-directional rate being 10 MB for the restaurant with the

highest load. In this restaurant, the time of the day has a strong

impact of the traffic activity, with peaks around 1 Mbps, and

most of the traffic is HTTP. In contrast to this single-provider,

free WLAN study, in [63] authors perform a comprehensive

study of commercial hotspots in the city of Seattle over the

course of 1 week. They report various figures related to

performance, namely, the success rate when associating to the

AP, the TCP download rate, and the responsiveness in terms

of downloading a given web page, as well as port and appli-

cations blocking. Based on the heterogeneity observed, they

propose a collaborative service to collect historical information

about AP performance (described in Section III-B1).

4) City-wide studies: The Roofnet paper [42] showed some

usage statistics, although the network load was quite small:

during a 24 h period of time, 16 out of the 37 nodes

accessed the Internet, with the gateway forwarding an average

of 160 kbps of data. Results from the Google Wi-Fi network

in California are reported in [303], consisting of 500 mesh

APs that provide service to approximately 15000 smartphones,
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1000 modems (i.e., the recommended devices to connect to

the network) and 14000 regular devices (i.e., computers). In

such large deployment, three distinct user populations are

identified, depending on their usage and mobility patterns,

e.g., smartphone users are concentrated along travel corridors,

and although they do not consume a lot of traffic, their peak

activity is correlated with commute times. In [294], authors

present a measurement study of a commercial mesh network

deployed in Madison consisting of more than 250 nodes. In

that report, authors find that the bottleneck is the access link

(backbone links are robust) and that in contrast to core ISPs,

peaks occur in night-time and the client distribution is quite

uneven. Finally, in [304] authors perform active probing to

characterise the wireless network of residential users from

two neighbourhoods in Pittsburgh, identifying the broadband

vendor, bandwidth, and the AP vendor.

D. Measuring

In the previous section, most of the studies are based on

gathering usage statistics from the APs via standard tech-

niques, e.g., SNMP queries. In this section, we analyse those

papers partly dealing with the measurement process.

1) Sniffing: Due to the nature of the wireless medium,

sniffing the “ground truth” of the wireless activity is extremely

challenging. In the measurement report from the 62nd IEFT

meeting [299], authors build on their knowledge of the AP

topology to carefully select the physical location for the

deployment of three sniffers, on channels 1, 6 and 11. Later,

they analyse the capture trace to check consistencies (e.g.,

DATA frames shall precede ACK frames) to estimate missing

frames, which ranges between 3% and 20%. However, the fact

that a frame is missing in the trace-file does not necessarily

imply that it was not delivered over the wireless medium,

and therefore the only way to obtain the “complete” picture

(including not only time but also location information) is to

deploy multiple sniffers at various locations, and later on to

merge the trace-files. This is the approach presented in Jigsaw

[305], in which authors present a measurement infrastructure

consisting of 150 synchronised monitoring devices that are

able to capture concurrent transmissions at different physical

locations. Thanks to the strict synchronisation between nodes,

they can later all merge all captured data and generate the

complete trace-file, which includes concurrent transmissions

(i.e., collisions) and can help to diagnose performance impair-

ments. Another centralised scheme for diagnosis purposes is

MOJO [306], which presents the deployment and calibration

of various sniffers to accurately identify the root causes of

wireless anomalies. Still, it should be noted that these devices

are not ideal devices and therefore may miss some frames, as

analysed in an anechoic environment in [307] via controlled

experimentation.

While the above addresses the effectiveness of sniffing, a

different challenge is how to get the most out of the resources

available. In [308], authors design a framework in which the

focus of the monitoring device is changed, depending upon the

observed network conditions (e.g., instead of equally sampling

all channels, focus on those with more activity). A related

technique is the use of the “mark-and-sweep” methodology

[304], which consists of a first sweep to obtain a rough

estimation of the environment (e.g., signal quality), and a

second sweep with emphasis on those areas previously defined

as of interest. Finally, In [309], authors measure the “served

area” of two operation mesh networks (Google WiFi [303]

and TFA [203]) by performing an estimation of propagation,

based on nodes’ deployment and terrain information from

digital maps, and then identifying locations of interest where

measurements have to be made to refine the estimation.

2) Packet-pairs: Estimating the available capacity in 802.11

WLANs is more challenging than in wired networks, as

the MAC layer introduces a severe bias in the estimation

of active tools such as, e.g., Spruce or Pathload. In [310],

authors perform an extensive comparison study of these active

bandwidth estimation tools in a wireless mesh network, and

compare their performance against a very simple passive

estimation tool. Not surprisingly, the use of these probe-based

tools is not recommended for 802.11, as the time between two

consecutive messages from the same source can have high

variability. This is further analysed in [311], where authors

describe how the different packets of a probing sequence

observe a different state of the CSMA/CA-based network,

and therefore dispersion-based measurements should use long

packet trains to obtain accurate estimations. A bandwidth

estimation tool specifically envisioned for 802.11 WLANs is

WBest [312], which combines both a packet pair and a packet

train technique, outperforming the classical tools for wired

networks.

In contrast to the above techniques, which require sending

probe traffic, in [313] they propose a passive technique based

on analysing the “ACK pairs” of TCP connections. More

specifically, the approach consists of analysing the trace-file

collected at a wired point of the network and perform Bayesian

inference on the delay between consecutive ACKs from remote

stations. In this way, they are able to infer if the flow traversed

a 10 Mbps, 100 Mbps Ethernet, or an 802.11g WLAN.

VII. SUMMARY STATISTICS OF METHODOLOGIES USED

Here we present some summary statistics on the method-

ologies followed by experimentalists, to identify patterns and

help to spot new areas of research, discussed in the next

section. We first analyse the size of the testbed deployed to

perform the experimentation, by reviewing all papers in our

collection and identifying the total number of wireless nodes

used (note that a node with various interfaces still counts as

one node). We were able to perform this analysis for 97%

of the papers, as unfortunately in some of them the testbed

description was not including this information. We provide

the resulting cumulative distribution function in Fig. 5.

According to the results, more than 80% of the papers in-

volved less than 20 nodes, which nowadays can be considered

as a relatively small number. Indeed, despite the reduced cost

of 802.11 devices, it results somewhat surprising that few

works have used more than 100 nodes, in particular given the

high transmission rates supported by 802.11a/g/n. Although

the higher the number of nodes the more difficult is to perform
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Fig. 5: CDF of the number of nodes used.

measurements or gather the results, testing high transmission

rates with a small number of nodes prevents, e.g., reaching

the capacity limits of a given technology, or the impact of

the control and signalling load for crowded scenarios. As we

discuss next, we conjecture a rise of experimental research in

extremely-dense scenarios.

We next analyse the use of the different PHY standards

over the years. To this aim, we count the total number of

papers using each of the PHY considered (namely, 802.11b,

802.11a, 802.11g and 802.11n) and provide the relative

amount of works using each of these standards over the years

in Fig. 6. The results can be summarised as follows:

• Not surprisingly, the widely adopted 802.11b was preva-

lent in the early years of Wi-Fi, and only since 2007 on its

“market share” of research works has been below 50%.

• Both 802.11a and 802.11g shared a quite similar amount

of presence over the years until 2008. Since then, it

seems researchers tend to favour the PHY operating in

the 2.4 GHz.

• The “recent” 802.11n amendment has not received sig-

nificant attention yet, with a quota that is always below

10%. We conjecture that this is because of the higher

costs of fully-featured 802.11n devices, and the inherent

challenges of configured more advanced PHY layers.

Finally, we analyse the software driver used in the exper-

imental setup. More specifically, we went through the works

considered, identifying which of the following five types of

drivers was used (we could perform this identification for

approximately 80% of the papers considered):

• wavelan: This driver was the first to arrive, supporting

WaveLAN cards, which used a slightly modified version

of the 802.11 standard.

• prism/orinoco: This driver can be considered as the

evolution of the wavelan family.

• madwifi: This driver support Atheros-based wireless

cards.

• iwlwifi/iwlagn/ipw: These drivers support Intel

cards.

• ath*k: These modern drivers support the Atheros-based
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Fig. 6: Relative presence of each PHY layer over the years.

family of wireless cards.

• b43: This driver is used with Broadcom chipsets.17

We plot the total number of papers per driver and year in

Fig. 7. As the figure illustrates, during the first years there was

very little diversity in the configurations used by researchers

(i.e., all work was performed using wavelan). After a “con-

vulse history” of merges and acquisitions involving different

companies (Lucent, Proxim, etc.), orinoco was the driver of

choice, supported in Linux and gathering support from differ-

ent 802.11b card vendors. However, in 2004/05 the madwifi

driver irrupted and took over most 802.11 experimentation,

thanks to its support for Atheros-based cards that became the

“de facto” standard for experimentation,18 although there was

a notable presence of iwlwifi/iwlagn/ipw drivers, as

Intel is the main manufacturer of integrated wireless cards.

The last official release of madwifi was in 2008, and it has

been superseded by new drivers for Atheros chipsets, namely,

ath5k (for 802.11a/b/g), ath9k (for 802.11n), and the recent

ath10k that supports the new 802.11ac amendment. However,

madwifi kept a notable presence until recently, when it is

finally “loosing” its hegemony to modern drivers (e.g. the

ath*k family for Atheros and b43 for Broadcom) which are

compatible with the Linux mac80211 framework included in

Linux kernels since version 2.6.22.

VIII. OPEN CHALLENGES AND FUTURE TRENDS

Based on the review of the work presented in the previous

sections, which covers the most significant experimental works

performed with 802.11 COTS devices, we now identify a

number of open challenges and future research directions.

As briefly hinted when reviewing related surveys on 802.11

aspects, we expect that energy efficient operation of networks

and devices will continue to attract attention from the research

community in the short-term future, and eventually will be

17Note that these two families, ath*k and b43, have access to the
firmware or define physical primitives at the driver level increasing the
flexibility offered to researchers.

18We conjecture that this was partly caused by the fact that Atheros chipsets
were among the first to support the tuning of the MAC parameters, apart from
the solid reputation of the brand.
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considered as another key performance metric such as, e.g.,

throughput or delay. Also, the fact that previous surveys did

not explicitly focus on aspects such as security or privacy

in 802.11 networks suggests that this area is still gaining

momentum, and therefore we expect more contributions in

this context. We next discuss in more detail these and other

areas that we envision will attract 802.11 experimenters in the

near future.

Assessment of new amendments. Of course, as standards

are approved or hardware becomes available, assessing their

performance through experimentation will help to understand

in which scenarios they perform best, configuration guidelines,

and the corresponding performance limits or hardware im-

pairments. In particular, we believe that 802.11ac, 802.11ad

and 802.11af will attract notable attention, given their out-

standing new features: for instance, 802.11ac enables MU-

MIMO (which could enable efficient operation in very-dense

scenarios), 802.11ad uses the mm-Wave band (i.e., line-of-

sight communication, thus motivating the use of steerable

antennae), and 802.11af operates in the TV white space

spectrum (VHF and UHF bands), enabling an extended signal

coverage but operating in a non-ISM band. As the hardware

to support these becomes available,19 we envision a boost

in the works analysing the performance of these standard

amendments, including the analysis of the energy consumption

of novel interfaces and protocols, and the design of effi-

cient mechanisms to select the best available medium access

scheme, depending on operation conditions.

Physical layer flexibility. In relation with the above, as new

amendments introduce novel but more complex features in the

PHY layer, we expect a subset of these to become available

with COTS devices. In this way, it will be possible to develop

relatively advanced PHY schemes over the available features

of affordable devices, instead of investing large amounts of

resources to prototype over software defined radios. Some

of these potential features are: access to per-carrier channel

state information, dynamic re-configuration of OFDM, antenna

19Which is already the case for 802.11ad
http://www.qca.qualcomm.com/mobile-connectivity/wigig-802-11ad

steering schemes, etc., which will also require performance

assessment studies over the configuration space.

New MAC designs. Undoubtedly, these new standards,

which range from a practically line-of-sight communications

to the UHF propagation paradigm, will foster the design of

new MAC mechanisms and protocols. In the case of 802.11ad,

maintaining a directional communications will require tracking

user mobility, for antenna steering, which will introduce the

need to locate users with far higher precision than current

localisation techniques. Regarding to 802.11af operation in

the UHF band, the challenge imposed by hidden nodes is

exacerbated, thus requiring the need to adapt current MAC

schemes or to develop new ones. In addition, the increased

flexibility of 802.11 platforms at both the MAC and PHY

layers will motivate the design of cross-layer schemes, which

will dynamically adapt to the heterogeneous conditions in

which 802.11 is employed.

Heterogeneous networking. As mobile devices with multi-

ple wireless interfaces become the norm, we expect more and

more research work on the optimal use of the available re-

sources. This research will range from the “classical” interface

selection optimisation and traffic off/onloading, which should

consider both user- and network-oriented performance figures

(due to, e.g., fairness considerations from hidden nodes, very-

dense scenarios), to the dynamic set-up and release of Device-

to-Device (D2D) communications, both for local, peer-to-peer

like transmission of files, and for opportunistic 3G/4G/5G

sharing. These techniques will require an accurate estimation

of the scenario conditions, in terms of terminal localisation,

link qualities, and user preferences, and will also need to

face side considerations such a trust management and privacy

preservation.

Coexistence and cooperation with cellular technologies.

The growing demand of mobile data traffic and the scarcity

of available radio spectrum will “extend” LTE to unlicensed

bands (5 GHz), in which 802.11 already operates. The co-

existence of these two technologies will likely impair Wi-

Fi users [315], as the access to the channel relies on sens-

ing and a random backoff counter, whereas LTE transmits

almost continuously. This will foster the research on inter-

technology interference and coordinated transmission, as well

as standardisation efforts, as the recently approved IEEE

802.11af standard or the IEEE 802.11ax Task Group. Also,

the increasing number of users, their constant mobility—as

well as their constant demand for being always connected—

foster the new paradigm called Wi-Fi Passpoint, also known as

Hotspot 2.0, which enables user authentication though cellular-

like procedures (by means of the SIM cards), thus easing the

burden of the association process. This will enable the design

of better off-loading (and on-loading) mechanisms, including

almost seamless handover across technologies, and will prob-

ably impact the existing ecosystem of mobile operators.

SDN-inspired operation of 802.11. One key challenge with

flexible, reconfigurable, and heterogeneous 802.11 scenarios is

their control and management, as each protocol layer or spe-

cific standard may introduce a different set of primitives for its

configuration. In order to ease management, there is currently

the trend to adapt Software Defined Networking (SDN), origi-

http://www.qca.qualcomm.com/mobile-connectivity/wigig-802-11ad
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nally intended for wired, local scenarios, to wireless networks

[316]. Actually, it may be argued that this separation of control

and data plane for the switching fabric already exists, to some

extent, in the wireless domain. Indeed, the IETF standardised

several years ago the Control And Provisioning of Wireless

Access Points (CAPWAP) protocol [317], which was supposed

to be technology-agnostic, but was only particularised for

802.11 operation and never benefited from a wide deployment.

With the current challenges of wireless networks, we envision

a reboot of research activities along this path, but notably

extending the current vision of SDN for wireless networks:

not only the controller(s) should be able to reach the end

terminals, to support more efficient operation, but also they

should reach lower layers of the wireless stack, to adapt the

operation of the wireless technology (e.g., the channel width

of 802.11n) to the network conditions.

Security and privacy issues. Finally, we envision that

security will continue to attract attention from the research

community, as users become more aware of the potential

threats to their privacy and the value of their data. On the one

hand, in addition to the integration with cellular technologies

discussed above, we envision that technologies such as Near

Field Communication or Visible Light Communication, which

do not share the same broadcasting characteristics as Wi-

Fi, could be exploited to improve security. For instance, as

these technologies enable a better control of communication,

they could be used as low-bandwidth, secure channels to

exchange critical information (in a similar way as, e.g., photo

cameras can be used to install certificates via QR codes). On

the other hand, the spread of localisation mechanisms and

localisation-based services is becoming a serious source of

potential security threats. In particular, considering that current

terminals periodically probe for known WLANs, the privacy

of 802.11 users becomes easily vulnerable to abuse. In this

regard, although some devices already perform randomisation

of the MAC address when performing this probing (e.g.,

the iPhone), available approaches are far from a complete

solution for privacy. However, within the IEEE 802, there is

a recently established Study Group, whose aim is to define

a privacy threat model and recommended practises protocols.

The proposals of such Study Group are likely to be the subject

of the next wave of experimentation in the field of security in

WLANs.

IX. SUMMARY

Motivated by the wide adoption of commodity 802.11

hardware by the research community, we have performed an

extensive review of the experimental work carried out over the

past years. More specifically, our motivation was two-fold: on

the one hand, to give a detailed and updated snapshot of the

topics that have received most of the attention, so researchers

and practitioners are aware of the main achievements so far (so

they do not need to re-invent the wheel); on the other hand, to

help identify trends or missing areas so researchers can plan

their future activities.

One of the main contributions of the survey is to propose

a taxonomy to categorise the vast amount of existing work;

although some of them address two or more of the identified

categories, we believe that for most of the papers their main

contribution is accurately represented in the taxonomy. It is

worth mentioning that a notable amount of works fall on

the “how-to” category, which includes recommendations for

testbed deployments and methodologies to obtain accurate

results. Another key related contribution of our survey is the

analysis of these deployments, in terms of number of nodes,

PHY standard and driver used. Again, our survey identifies

the trends over the past years in terms of the set-up employed

to perform experimentation, and also help to identify some

existing “gaps” (e.g., very few research is performed using a

large number of nodes).

Finally, we have presented some open challenges for future

work with commodity 802.11 hardware. With no pretence of

completeness, but based on the analysis of existing work and

our own experiences, we propose five different (but related)

research areas, which we believe will help prospective authors

to identify potential areas for their future work.
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